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CHATTANOOGA , 5E10
CASE BROUGHT UP ` 10,
S.U, SUPREMEIOORT
ATTORNEY-GENERAL MOODY ASKS THAT SHERIFF AND
NUMBER OF OTHERS B E CITED FOR CONTEMPT—
CHARGES THAT SHERIFF AIDED THOSE ENGAGED
LYNCHING.
Washington, May 28.—Thefgovern-
tnent has taken steps to punish the
parsons who are responsible for the
lynching in Chattanooga, Tenn., on
March 19 last, of the negro Ed
Johnson, who, under the sentence of
death for rape, had been allowed an
appeel by the United States supreme
court from the cktant court of the
United Shifts for the eastern district
of Tennessee. 
,
In the supreme court today Attor-
ney General Moody filet an informa-
tion requesting that it con si dela"
1 tion of the acts committed by the
parties named, it issue a Puke upon
each of them, to show cause why
they should not be punished for con-
tempt of the cootie. 1After reciting the facts of the ar-
rest, conviction ..and sentence of
Johnson, the denial of his
 petition for
4 writ of habeas corput by the circuita o
'court in which it 'kites alleged, among
other things that the petitioner had
been denied a trier by a fair and im-
partial jury and I. been denied the
aid of counsel, inA‘violatian of the
fifth and sixth asidndments of the
•constitution and other rights tinder
the fourteenth amendment, and the
order of the court of March ig allow-
ing the appeal to
and the fact of t . tetegraphing of
e
supretne court,
the court to John F. Shipp, sheriff of
Hamilton county, yin" had Johnson/ in charge, and thtc pablittation of the
.. action of the court he' the Chat-
tanooga evening pers.-14
Should Known.
On that' date the attorney general
• stated that the sheriff and his depu-
ties had every reason to believe. irmu
1)
,current exports and rumors conveyed
to.them, that an attempt would be
'made to lynch Johnson, and thatlootwithstanding these facts thesheriff withdrew frool the jail early
t
in the evening of the toith the usual,
guard, and Left in charge only thd
night jpiler, Deputy ISIte.Aiff Gibson.I It was stated also/4114n 9 o'clock
that night the defetxtants and a large
;number of other persons combined
and conspired/together to lynch and
wander Johnson, with intent to showtheir contempt and disregard for the
order of the court, and for the pur
(Continued t‘n Page Three.)
•
TRACTION LINES
ARM TO SELL
Chicago' Street Ry. Companies Wtli
Give Clean Title to City.
New York, ?silty att.—Representa-tires of the North and West Sidc
ccnnpanies of Chicago and the at
csgo and the Chrcago Union Trac-
tion company, of that city, affer a
senine Of conferences here, came to
an agreement yesterday, accoring to
rniorning r.eper, which will permit
the earlf completion of nogotiationt
kx the sale of the properties of all
the companies ao the city. The
agreement does not settle the dif-
ferences between Phe companies tak-
ing part in it, but pieces all the prop-
erty of all the companies in sush
shape that it can be sold to the city
wit& a clear title.
.••••
ARC LIGHTS FOR STREET LIGHT-
ING COST $30 TO $40 A YEAR
LOUISVILLE COURIER-JOURNAL IN ITS FIGHT FOR LIGHT-
ING COMPETION IN THE METROPOLIS FINDS MUNICIPAL
PLANS TO AFFORD LIGHTS AT HALF THE PRICE
CHARGED BY PRIVATE COMPANIES.
The cost of electric arc creet
lamps per year in Detroit and in
- 
Clevenland, where the electric light
• plants are owned by the city, says
• the Louisville Courier-Journal, is
I given at between $3o and ho for an
4
 
all-night service with a000 candle
• apower. • In Louisville, under the re-
duced rate recently made by the
Louisville Lighting company, the
trate is Vs a year for lights of the
same candle power. In order cities
of about the same size as Louisville,
Inhere the city does not own its light-
ing plant, 'the price varies from .$99
h light in Milwaukee to $p a light in
.11 uffalo. In Baltimore, where there
how is competition, the price for
lighting has been reduced greatly and
the result has been an increase in the
mount of business done by both
iompanies.' 
, The varying prices charged for
electric arc lights, which are a fair
jliasis for  _all—rlactrie 
4. Staking comparisons, is shown-by the
recent offer of the lighting company
Itt Milwaukee. In that city the price
per arc light was formerly $99 a yeat
for lights with underground wires
$.8i:a year fOr overhead wires.
Cently the company offered to
Airnish the same quality of lights for
'be a year if the city wotild make a
lee-year contract, and $fin a year or
lower if the city would enter into a
ten-year contract. Neither of these
offers has been accepted and the
eompany now announces that it will
require the city to pay the old and
higher rate.
,The situation in Milwaukee is
somewhat similar to the condition in
Loairrille, where the lighting com-
pany has made a cut of tot a light
conditianal upon the city giving it an
exclusiVe, privilege. In Milwaukee it
is cleft-nett that the company cannot
exact more than a reasonable fee for
lights and that if the company goes
into the courts to collect its books
can be brought into court, and in this
way it can be told what ix a reason-
able irate for the' street lamps.
In six cities, 'All of the same rela-
tive size of Louisville, it has been
shown conclusively that a. reduction
of prices in gas and .eiectricity al-,
ways follows competition. In each
of the six cities from which ieports
have been received -Detroit, Cleve-
land, Cincinnati, • Baltimore, Mil-
waukee and Buffalo.—the electric
lighting business has been in the
ac^A.I.4.;,<A, CI)
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tED IJOHN W. HOLMES CHOSEN AS
IN A NECK ' CONSULTING ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
KnonApitidu Jumps the
Ira tfi Louisville
IACKIII IITO ONION STATION
TRAIN WAS RUNNING AT
MODERATERATE OF SPEED
—RipKEN FLANGE OF
WHEEL.
Smoker and Two Day Coaches
Plunged Into Freight Train
Oft Siding.
•••••••••••••mo
Louisville, K,y., May 28.—An
botmd passenger train from Knoxville,
-term., on the Louisville & Nashville
railroad, was derailed with fatal effe
at Seventh and kiiti-stree.s today as
it was backing tiarougn the yards into
the Louisville Union station. Eight
persons were killed and 'twelve or
tifteen injured, onek of them probably
fattally.
The Dead.
Howard B. Coleman, a salesman of
Standford, K.
John C. Black, Barboursville,
drummer.
Lee Miller, bridge worker, Broad-
head, Ky., ao.
George W. Ponder, bridge &rpen-
ter, Broadhead, Ky., 3o, married.
P. W. Thrope bridge carpenter,
Broadhead Ky., 38, married.
Martin Hillton, bridge carpenter,
Broadhead, Ky., single.
Francis Weaver, bridge carpenter,
Broadhead, Ky., married.
Wm. Pruitt, colored, of Lellanort.
Ky., the overseer of Railey's, stock
tarm.
Injured.
John McChord, Lebanon, Ky., bad-
ly cut about head, is brother of
C. McChord, state railroad commis-
sioner; Samuel Telford, Crab Or-
chard, Ky., bruises and contusions;
Marsh Samuels, of Lebanon Junc-
tion, Ky.; Geo. B. Cooper, Stanford,
Ey.; Josie Spies, of New Haven, Ky.,
age 12, both legs fractured, internal
injuries, recovery doubtful; Charles
Spies, New Haven, Ky., both legs
broken, amputated at Deaconness
Hospital; John Boon, Lebanon, Ky.;
Boyd B. Mahon, students at Male
High School, Louiville injured about
body; Frances Price, colored, Pine-
viile, Ky.
Moderate Speed.
The train left Knoxville last night
and war due in Louisville at 8 a. m.
and was on fine. It had just passed
Magnolia sweet and was proceeding
at a moderate rate of speed when a
flange on a wheel of the smoker
split, causing that car to leave the
track. The plunge of the smoker
uncoupled the engine, baggage and
express Car.
The smoker and two day coachesjumped the track and crashed into a
freight train on the siding, and were
badly damaged. The sleeping cars
from Knoxville and Nortonville left
the track also but were not damaged
and their occupants were unhurt.
All 'of those killed met death in the
smoker and 'day toach, it being re-
ported that every person in the
smoking car was killed.
y or years, or
still is in the control of one com-
pany. The result was high prices in
each case, and in those cities where
there has been competition, recently,
there has been a material reduction
in the price of electricity, both for
light and power. In two of the cities
named municipally °wined plants are
used in lighting the streets and the
saving to the city has been great
In the other four the city has ex-
perienced the reduction as a result
of one or more new companies enter-
ing the field.
*M.LIONAIRE PROMOTER CHARGED WITH BRIBERY
St. Louis; May 28.—Assistant At-
* telrnry Kathleen Saturday drew up
a new information charging Robert
M. Snyder, Kangis .City millionaire
promoter, with bribery in having paid
to certain city councilmen, March 22,
2/39/3, the sum of $5o,000 for the pas-
lace of the Central Traction KB
\
through the council. This new in-
formation is to take /he pface of the
old one in the case in which Circuit
Attorney Saga., about two weeks
ago, entered a nolle prosequi because
of the absence from the city of
Foriner•Councilman Fred G. Utfroff,thee Blest important witness for the
Stare" •
YOUTHFUL SWAIN.
•••••••••••
Irate father Trying to Get the
Marriage Annulled.
HE DRAWS THE PLANS FOR Stoo, AND THEN IF THEY AREACCEPTED, HE WILL SUPERVISE INSTALLATION OF THENEW MACHINEkY FOR $300 ADDITIOtNiAL—HE IS ONE OFTHE FINEST ENGINEERS IN THE COUNTRY.
Yesterday afternoon the board of
public wrks and light committee
from the city legislative boards em-
ployed John W. Holmes as the
expert electrical consulting engineer
to get up the preliminary plans
showing what is necessary to en-
large the city's municipal lighting
powerhouse to a desired capacity.
Mr. Holmes is the chief engineer
for the waterworks company, and
recognized as one of the most
eminent engineers to be found, hav-ing occupied responsible offices in
this line with many large concerns,
and thoroughly iiandorstands electrical
and other machinery in its every
phase. It was decided to employ him
at the meeting held yesterday after-
noon at Mayor Yeiser's office, by the
board of works cmposed of Ed P.
Noble, James E. Wilhelm, John G.
Rincliffe, and Aldermen Bell, Palmer,
and Cuoncilmen Williamson and Kat-
torjohn, the latter of the light com-
mittee of the legislative bodies, and
aho are to work in. conjunction with
the board of works In preparing for
the enlargement.
Mr. Holmes was present and con-
sulted with the authorities, agree'ng
to get up the plans, showing exactly
what is needed for $loo, and then ifhis drawings are accepted, will super-
vise installation of the additional ma-
chinery and see that the enlargementis properly effected for boo more.
This was agreeable to the officials,
who closed a contract with barn to
that effect.
Mr. Holmes will start to work im-
mediately, and today commences his
Saturday night Miss Annie Morn
of no° Jackson street and Mr. James
Lee of Harrison street were married
at Metropolis, re4arning Sunday. The
bride is only '14 years old and
daughter of Machinist Win. Morgan
of the I. C., while Lee is a young-
ster employed at Hardy's buggy fac-
tory. On account of the.tender age.'
of the two the girl's father meat to'Metropolis yesterday to see if he
could not have ths marriage annulled.
The girl has be-en a trimmer for Mrs.
Carrie Warren (11rardey.
Broke Tier Hip.
Yesterday morning Mrs. Vetury
Smith, wife of Dr. J. D. Smith, the
prominent physician, fell on the
porch at theit itiome on *nth and
Jefferson streets and broke her lefthip, which may readit seriously on
account of her age. She is one
of 'the city's best known ladies and
many friends deeply regret the mist-
-hap.
.4a •
•.erPr•i• k
.,..:••rr •
•
visits to the city powerhouse on
Madison between Ninth and Tenth
streets and makes notation of what
machinery now exists, and also find
out the power and current being
furnished. He then calculates upon
how much of this old mechanism and
dynamos can be continued in use for
the enlargement, while his plans will
then show what is necessary in the
way of acquisitions to conform to
the wishes of the authorities, who
want enough additional dynamos to
I e installed to furnish electrical cur-
rent for 200 street corner arc lights,
and enough • , ilers and engines to
supply motive ower for 350 lights.
By putting t lets and engines
in now, the o thing needed will
be more dynamoeb as the city grows,
and additional iii4 r lights are
necessary.
Just as soon as Me4
 
Holmes fin-ishes the plans, which will probably
Sake between two and ee weeks,
he will submit them to b of works
and light committee whic ill then
decide whether its accept the*. Bids
will be golen, *Sowing the %pt of
the additional machinery, and 'hen
everything handed in to the full conn-
ed anti aldermen for final decision as
to whether the enlargement shall be
immediately. If so, the mechanism
will be ordered, and when it arrives
Met. Holmes will supervise the in-
stallation.
The full legislative bodies, in pre-
paring for the enlargement, instructedi the committees and board of worksto employ the consulting engineer,get bids, and then report back forfinal action.
STANDARD OIL EMPLOYE'S BUSINESS
WAS TO KILL OFF THE COMPETITO
Cleveland, 0., May 28.--6eorge A.
Lane, an employe of the Standard
Oil company previous to 19o1, testi-
lied at the interstate commerce com-
mission Standard Oil hearing that his
Liminess for several years for the
Standard Oil coppany was to drive,
cut the independent dealers, to kill
them off, and he was told that if he
could not do the job somebody else
would be sent to put the Standard's
competitors out of business.
"I succeeded in driving out all
competition in a dozen different
towns in Northern Ohio, and the onlyfailure I made was in Youngstown,
where a man by the name of Fahey
stack it out, notwithstanding that we
spent as high as six dollars a gallonta give oil away. We represented
ourselves as independents, but wegot oar supplies from the Standard."
Stbalditlag Newspapers.
Special Counsel Monett endeavoredto show by several witnesses duringthe des, that the Standard maintained
a press bureau for the purpose of
subsidizing Ohio newspapers, 125 of
which he said were on the Standard list.
W. J. Brickell, for many years the
editor of the Columbus (O.) Even-ing Dispatch, was asked whether hispaper did not accept Standard Oi!literature and publish it as nestit
space rates. He said that he ha:nopositive knowledge on the sect
and the btssinese manager wasrkheperson to go to for such information.Malcom Jennings, who conducts an
advertising bureau at Lancaster, 0.,was called for the same purpose. He
admitted that he made advertising
contracts with Ohio newspapers forthe Standard Oil company, but saidthey were no different than thosc
made for any other concern.
Another witness along this line
was C. J. Castle, for is years aspecial agent of the Standard inCleveland territory. He said the lit-
erary bureau was conducted by Chat.A. Ricks, who on the witness standyesterday, denied that any each thing
existed. Castle said that he madeseveral advertising contracts forRicks himself.
PARLYZED MAN
*R. 10144 ROOF SAYS HE
RECOGNIZED ALL, BUT
COULDN'T TALK.
-11:41'n A00f, of the St. John
section', of the coupity, was Sunday
neght taii out 00 his home, fromthe reenice of his son, M. Lnin'us
goof. of 709 Jones street, where hehad been confined since being, strick-
en with pralysis early Settildnyiticitiaing while standing at thi cor-
taket'of Fourth and Broadway here' in
the city. He. was much better Sun-
dity and regained 'waver of
Poem* that had left him for thirty-
six lmnr er being stricken.
to sit up Sunday, and
k to Ms home in the
He was a
was naten
AI; he is
34r' Painfully Cut Mager.
terday Ashen the glass- fell, the edge
striking his right hand middle finger
and severed an artery, from whichblood flenved profusely.
 
-
 
- Chad Scalded.-
Willie, kite four-year-old son of
Captain M. Mullen of 1533 Trimble
-street, is suffering from painful leg
burns, catrscid by- falling into ket-
tie of boiling wafter.
Sick People.
Mk-. H. H. Loving is confined at
home with malarial fever, but thinks
he will be out in a few days.
Miss Tessie Lewis, of the Cumiber-
land telephone exchange, is confined
with illness at her home.
Miss Georgia Moxley, the stenog-
rapher, is ill with fever in the Hotel
Craig annex on Sixth and Monroe
streets.
Pentecostal il!orship.
Commemoratole ot the Feast of
Weeks, or Pentecost, special services
doig all right will be held this evening at 7:30
O'clock at Temple. Isreal, and at to
‘' p lock, tomorrow morning. Preach-
in , 'The Religion of The Ten
Mr. E. C. Kelly, the painter and 
• 
Atdaleate will be held at both
wallpaper deal•er, was putting a new hours. An especially elaborate musL
door glass in the Charles Jennings programme has been prepared for
ollice at the fraternity buiving yes_ tonight.
..2. - • •.
ahmaii......•, • •
BIEDERMAN'S
BURGLARIZED
Nem. Prized Iron Bars
Covering the Rear
Window
CHAS. LEAKE'S CHAIR BONE
HENRY MURPHY, RELEASED
ONLY A DAY OR TWO
AGO, AND. IS .NOW
AGAIN ARRESTED
FOR DRUNKEN-
NESS.
Chief Collins Believes an Organised
Gang of Burglars are Operating
In the City. t'
Yesterday morning on opening his
establishment at Seventh and Wash-ington street, Mr. Jake Biederman
discovered that some time during the
night before thieves had broken into
F, place, but -he cannot yde tell lrovi
much of the general stock they got
away wilds.
The (housebreaker shad,
 taken a
heavy piece al plank and prizekl. apart
the iron bars covering the rear
window. They were separated suf-
ficiently for the thief to then crawl
between and enter the building.
Mr. Biederman notified the police,
vrho are now working on the case.
Although be misses, a number of
things he cannot estimate how much
is gone, because his stock is so large,
filling three stories, that a wagon
load (-mid be stolen ham here and
'there throughout the buildings, and
never be missed, vritbout the place
being well checked over.
Breach of Peace.
Sandy Mose, whitis0 was arrested
yesterday by Officers. Sinoery and
Hurley. It is charged that he went
to his home on &mein Seventh street
and created troubie in -hip.fgenily.
Drunk and Dirortigly.
Ed Terrell, white, *as 'it-rested by
Driver John Austin of the patrol
wagon arid City Lketese Inspector
George Lehnhard, on the charge of
being drunk and chsogjerly. He was
picked up on Northi Nintth He
is of the same name as the well
known contnacitor i Terrell, but not
tfhat proton.
Chair Stolen.
Mr. Charles Lealos, the printer, re-
to the officers that Sunday
nigthid somebody stoic his. big rock-
ing chair off the front porch.
Once Again.
Henry Mktrphy, white, was picked
up on the north aide of town last
night by Officer, johneon and Row-
ers and locked up on the charge of
being drunk. He was taken charge
of on account of this, only a day or
two ago, but released by the authori-
tie*.
Fired at Burglars.
Yesterday morning word from
Oak Level, Marshall county, was
rooeived that burglars attempted to
break into ,the general store of Mr
James Hrnners of that village, which
is not far from Paducah. They wei-e
scared away 
trance.
The stare sits in the Houser yard
too feet from the residence, and
while the thieves were trying
a to prirol open the front door the
watch dog began barking and awak-
ened Mr. Houser, who grabbed his
gun and rushed out. He took sev-
eral shots at the men, who ran away
to the woods.
Tthe people out there believe these
are the same parties who robbedithe
Ivy store. It is suspected' that one of
the men lire in that neighborhood.
•
YOUNG MAN DEAD.
• Mr. Ezra Coley Passed Away Yee.
terday of consumption.
Yesterday morning Mr. Erre
Coley died at Seales, Marshall coun-
ty, after a trwo years' illnosa with
consumpti)n. The remains will be
bitried may at the Salyers cemetery,
near St-ales.
The deceased was twenty-three
years of age, and leaves a wife and
one 'child He is a brother of Mr.
B. F. Coley, who resides rust oats',
this city beyond Mechanicsburg.
tts.
HALF STARVED CURD FELL
HORSES HERE THIRTY FEET
INViESTIG4TING OFFICER
FINDS MANY OF THEM
IN CITY.
He Is Giving Everybody Opportunity
to Protect Themselves Against
11, .
Prosecution.
Mr. Thomas Sanders, special in-
vestigating officer for the Humane
Society of this city, run into a
bunch...9i _ td2w15
about the market house, and ordered
the owners to take them home and
properly feed the animals or they
would be prosecuted to the fullestex-
tent permitted by law. All the ho:ses
were attached to express and delivery
wagons and some of them in very
bad condition, in fact looked like
they were on the verge of starva-
tion.
The statutes of this state clothe
the investigating officer with full
police powers, but there power must
be ratified by the local
pace commissioners, who do this at
their regular monthly meeting which
is the second Monday .night of next
month. Mr. Sanders yesterday said
that between now and the time his
powers are confirmed by the Paducah
board he did not think he would
make any arrests, unless in extreme
cases where it was absolutely neces-
sary. If he can possibly avoid it,
though, he will do so, and utilize the
time until the commissioners meet to
educate the people up to the fact that
they must obey his orders. He soit'.
warn every case he comes across one
time, and then if a second warning
is necessary it will mean an arrest.
After the commissioners confirm his
powers all will be arrested as they
are come to, and no leniency shown,
as by that time everybody will have
had a full opportunity to do right
by their animals.
He has not yet received a com-
plaint regarding people not treating
their little children properly, or that
old and infirm people are not being
given the right attention and care.
MINISTER TIRES
OF NIGHT SHADOW
Traverse City, Mich., May 28.—
After being shadowed every time he
left his home at night for over a
nionth, Rev. R. N. Holsaple, pastor
of the Evangelical church and
president of the Law and Order
Federation, declares that unless the
annoyance is stopped he will take
cut a permit to carry a revolver and
make things interesting for the un-
known man who follows le
wherever he goes and home again.
Nor is the shadowing his 'only
grievance.* Some title ago, filth wa;
deposited on his front porch. Since
then the walk has been torn up, the
horse-block ismashed, loads of stone
and rubbish taken in front of his
house and dumped there, and so
many different kinds of objects
thrown on his porch that every
morning when he arose he wondered
what he would find next.
Mr. Holsaple is a strong temper-
ance worker and in the last campaign
took an active part bucking the Re-
publican ticket.
GREAT SONS OF A
GREAT MAN!
It is not an invariable rule that
the tons of distinguished fathers bear
witness in their lives to the excell-
ence of their breeding; but a fine ex-
Lmple of such continuance of family
power is shown in the Darwins.
Charles Darwin had four sons—Fran-
cis, George, Horace and Leonard.
The eldest took a comes in medicine,
but did not practice it. He became
b's father's assistant, later his fath•
ees hill-ion:viler and literary executor
He has written extensively upon the
physiology of plants and is foreign
secretary of the Royal Society. The
second son, now a baronet, is Plum-
Ian professor of astronomy. and ex-
perimental philosophy at Cambridge.
He has inherited much of his father's
power of original experimentation.
and 1,22 written on such subjects as
periodic orbits, the Mechanical con-
dition of a swarm of meteorites, the
tee, and kindred phenomena in the,
solar system, tidal friction on the
earth and moon, et cetera, et cetera.
He was a wrangler and prizeman at
college, is now president of the Brit-
ish Astronomical Association and a
member of the council of Meterolog-
lea] office. Horace Darwin, the
third son, who is chairman of the
Cambridge Scientific Instrennent
Company, assists Sir George -in his
work. The youngest of Charles Dar-
wirr's sons is Major Leonard Darwin,
who has hmnght to the service his
geographical training. He has served
on several scientific expeditions, and
is member of parhametst, and also the
Author of books on bimetallism and
municipal trade.—Reader.
WAS PREPARING TO CLEAN
SCOT FROM CHIMNEY
OF HOME.
,
Slid Down Off Roof, Then Through
Space Towards Fence, When
Body Was Caught.
Mr. Deb Curd,- the laundry wagon
driver, who resides on Adams be-
tween Second and Third streets, had
a very narrow escape yesterday at
liciOn—from—ha-Mng his baek broken, --or
being killed, by falling from the roof
of their home. As it is he only suffers
from ai painfully bruised arm, caused
by striking the fence.
He wanted to clean some coot out
of a chimney on his home, and had
mounted the ladder to get up, but
could not quite re-ach the roof, the
topmost rung not being high enough.
Mr. Leslie Purdy, who lives next
door, got on the ladder and "boost-
en" Mr Curd up on the roof. The
latter then clambered up the steep
side which is about twenty feet.
Just as Young Curd got to the top
cf the roof, he grabbed for the
chimnej, to catch hold firmly while
cleaning it otit. In leaning forward,
his feet slipped from underneath
lam, and down the steep side of the
house, he shot like coming out of a
cannon.
M. Purdy saw the other coming
and with one great effort, as Mr.
Curd came flying off the edge of the
roof through space towards the top
of the high board fence right under-
neath the eaves, grabbed for his
body, and fortunately caught him
around the legs in such a manner as
to pull him in from falling right
across the top of the fence. As it
v.as his arm hit with great force, but
he considers it miraculous that he
was not seriously injured. He slid
told fell about thirty feet altogether,
and his back would probably have
been broken, as his body was
stretched out lengthwise and would
have hit the fence if not thrown•out
of its course by Mr. Purd-Y*;--
New Haven, Conn.—Annual con-
vention Knights of Columbus: Dates
co' sale June 2-3-4-5th, 1906, final
limit June 9th with the privilege of
extention to June 3oth by paying a
fee of $t oo. Round-trip rate one
regular first class fare via route of
ticket, plus $1.00.
SCHMIDTT CASE
WAS POSTPONED
WARRANT CHARGING HIM
WITH THEFT OF
GOES OVER
orking
Girls
Who
fer
WRITE US FREELY
aril frankly, in strictest confidence, telling all your
troubles, and stating your age. We will send you
PREZ ADVICE, In plain sealed envelope, and a val-
uable book on "Home Treatment for Women."
Address: Ladies' Advisory Department, The
Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.
G S6
•••••
•
Try Cardui
for misery in the back, irregular catamenial periods, falling f :clings, headache,
cold hands and feet, dizziness, cramps, nervousness, irritability, and all disorders
of the womanly organs or functions. Working girls, in stores, of ices and factor-
ies, school teachers, houseworkers, etc., who overtax their strength, by standing, lift-
ing, sewing, sweeping, etc., suffer . very commonly from diseases peculiar to their
• sex, and should treat themselves, before theirdkondition becomes dangerous, with
that well-known and successful medicine for sick vrosnen
WINE
OF
-
"Live or die" writes Sarah G. Butts, the popular school teacher of White
Plains, Va., "I feel sure death is no worse than the pains I suffered periodically.
 My trouble was a female disorder of the severest kind. I hid taken so many
medicines without relief that I was almost sunk in despair. Four bottles of Car-
dui gave me relief, and I am stronger now than in4ifteen yezrs. Cardui is cer-
tainly a panacea for female troubles. May God
bless your every effort and broaden your territory .r;fr,,...figa„.4:),004061
until you have reached every suffering woman."
CARD Woman'sRelief
At all Drug Stores in $1.00 Bottles
I.1
CUMBERLAND TELPHONE COMPANY SUED FOR $2,800 mAHIL triNfitR
Elizabethtown, Ky., May 28 —At-
torney S. M. Payton has filed suit
in the Hardin circuit court in behalf
of C. L. Bland, the owner of the
Sonora telephone system, against th.
Cumberland Telephone company fot
li.2,800 damages for breach of con-
tract. The Sonora system had a five-
year contract with the Cumberland,
which was broken by the latter com-
pany by cutting off all communica-
ions with the former before the ex-
Oration of the stipulated time.
MUSIC BY ELECTRICITY.
Now an invention, has been
wrought out that proves that elec•
tricity is capable of producing—not
reproducing but producing—music of i
rare beauty and parity. A visit to
a shop in Holyoke, Mass., shows a
machine that is really manufacturing
m irsic.
Doctor Thaddeus Cahill, the inven-
tor, declares that it is easy to create
music at the other end of fifty miles
of wire as to send a telegraph mes-
sage. At a keyboard of his device a
pekfca-mer—or there may be two—
lightly presses down the keys, and at
receivers, perhaps many miles dis-
tant, music pours forth. In pressing
the keys the performer throws upon
a wire a vibration or a set of vibra-
tions which tivros into aerial vibra-
tions or audible music, when they
reach the diaphragm of a telephone
receiver. The vibrations stand for
notes and tones, and they scurry
along to do their work the instant
they are released. The performer is
conscious only of the .music he pro-
duces. He does not necessarily hear
it. He need Invow nothing of the
mechanical process he sets in action
by the pressure of his fingers on the
keys. Yet under 11-.'s fingers the elec-
ttical vibrations act tactably and in-
stantaneously. At will he twns an
exhaustless suply of different kinds
of vibrations to produce at a distance
just the sounds he desires.—World's
Work.
Five Acres For Sale.
Hinkleville Road one mile west of
city limits. Just east of C. C. Lee.
Plenty of shade trees. 4o :re: street
cn side, joao. $30o cash.
Whittemore Real Estate Agency
Fraternity Building. Both 'phones
8.35.
•
Debts of Two Greet Cities.
The net debt of London is $223,-
000,000; that of New York was
$421,557,114 last November. The
budget of the London county council
for one year is $50,000,000; that of
New York. including some costs not
borne in London by the council is
raore than twice as great. They
growl in London about ei.trIvagance.
—New York World.
Ifir..Joseph Rothschild, the tobacco
drummer, is in the city from Loins-
vi 1k.
•$275.
Several Continuances Before the
Judge Yesterday, While Some
Were Fined.
Judge Sanders, in police court yes-
rday, when he reached on his
docket the case in which Willie
Schmidtt, the marketer, is charged
with robbing J. S. Nolen of $275, con-
tinued the case until this morning.
Ernest Yarbro and Robert Radford,
colored, were each given a contimi-
ance until today of the breach of the
peace charges.
Until today was postopmed the
breach of the peace warrant agains:
Adam Weikert.
Elmer Gilbert was fined $3 and
coats for a breach of the peace.
Archie Brand, Della Gillespie and
William Murphy were all fined $1
and cuss each, for being drunk. Mur-
phy is in an ailing condition, how-
ever, and j Mgr Sa rider a act  aside
the fine against him, upon recommen-
dation of City Physician Bass.
/There was again continued the
warrant charging Ed Bolen, colored,
with refusing to support his children.
When the Auto Came Back.
An automobilist, speeding along a
country road at a rapid clip, ran over
and killed a chicken. When he re-
turned the same way an hour later,
a man was standing in the middle of
the road, signalling excitedly for him
to stop. He brought the machine
to a standstill, and there lying on
the roadside was the poor chicken
whose life had been snuffed out. He
was prepared for the worst, when
the following dialogue took plaice.
! "May I ask did you run over this
chicken?"
"Yes, I'm the guilty party. but I
ern willing to pay for the damage.
How much do you want "
"Oh, that is all right. You see,
before I took the chicken home
wanted to make sure how it had been
killed. If your. automobile ran over
it, I guess it's good to eat."
DO NOT BE HASTY
In making a selection for a commencement gift or a wedding present
let us call your attention to a few new things we have. You mast see our
beautiful line of
Niagara Falls Cut Glass
our perfect line of
•-as
High Art Hand Painted China
Some new designs in a FERN DISH. See the assortmert we. have
in Fancy Sterling silver peices--ou r prices special for May—Silver
plated work at % price in knives forks, and spoons.
Engraving free on each peice. Call early for choice of selection.
Eyes Tested Free. J. A. Konetzka,
- EYE-SEE Jewelry & Optical Co. Jeweler and Optician.
315 Broadway.Guthries Old Stand.
o urHandsome Spring fabrics
ARE NOW ON DISPLAY
9 & cos
Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 .4!OUTH 1 HIRD PADUCAH, KIt•
AND IN OUR LINE YOU WILL FIND THE CHOICEST
STYLES FOR SMART TAILORING THE MARKETS AF-
FORD. THE PATH OF THE GOOD DRESSER IS BOTH
EASY AND ECONOMICAL IF HE COMES HERE FOR HIS
CLOTHES. WE STAND FOR EVERY GARMENT WE
TURN OUT.
Dicke '46 BtaCk,•
516 Broadway. MERMAN TAILORS.
/ '1 - a
Suitable Gifts For
COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
We offer a fine selectiort of dainty b ooks in white bindings, of classic
favorites in leather bindings, of beau tiful gift books for girls or boys,
Fenwick's Career, by Mrs. Humphrey Ward.
Lady Baltimore, by Owen Wis ter.
Cowardice Court, by McCutchen.
Are especially suitable for graduates.
If you do not wish to give books, look
tionary and box papers, from 35c to 7 sc.
Over our line of fine Sta.
'4
Harbour's Book Department.
•
PADUCAH CHAUTAUQUA
Wallace Park June 15-24, 1906
Program:
Friday, Juno '
2—Address of Welcome 
 
President John S. Bleecker
2:15—What the Program Commit-
tee Tried to do. Dr. J. R. Coleman
2:30—Outline of Program and plan
of Chatauqua 
Supt. James H. Shaw
2:45—Lecture "Psychology of Fear
and Worry" Dr. Stanley L. Krebs
7 :30---Concert 
Lady Washington Quartet
8-11 timorous lecture "The Smile
That Won't Come Off" 
 %tr. Herbert 1,eon Copt
Saturday, June rt.
Children's Day.
School children of McCracken
county 16 years old and under ad-
mitted free.
10:30—Lecture 'Telepathy" 
 
Dr, Krebs
2-11 umorou S Lecture . 
Herbert L Cop:
4—Concert 
Washington Quartet
 Lady
7.30—Concert
8—An Evening
Lady Washington.,
of Magic 
  Robert Wassman
. 
Sunday. June 17.
2—Address 
 
Capt. Richard P. Hobson
4—Reading "The Broneons" 
Wallace Bruce Arnsbury, music
I.ady Washington'.
7—Chatauqua Vesper.
7•30--Mlusic 
  
Lady Woshingtons
8---Address "The Hidden Hand"...
 ,Dr. S. L. K:ebs
Monday, June IF
8:3o—Children's Physical Culture.
Wednesday, June an.
8.30—Children's Athletic.
9:30—Health Lecture.
to:30--"Frauds of Spiritualism......
  
Dr. Krebs
2--"Dixie Before the War" 
 Dr. A. W. Lamat
4-1.eiture Recital "The Eternal
Feminine" Miss Hemenway
7:30—Reading Atr: Anribury,
8—Nicholas Nickieby 
-Mr. William Sterling Batt:
firlitursday, Juno as.
30—Children's Athletics.
9.30—Facts of Spiritualism as Re-
vealed by Science Dr. K reba
1o:30—Health Lecture.
2••—Oliver Twist. Mr. W. S. Battle
4—Lecture Recital- "Dr. Henry Van •
Dyke" ....... ..Miss
7:3o--Concert.
8—Science Lecture With Demon-
strations in Liquid Air and
Wireless Telegraphy 
  Prof. W. B. Pattg
Friday, June 22.
8:30—Children's Athletics.
9e30—Health Lectures.
1o:30—Jaunts to Haunts of British
Poets, Rydal NIsiunt and Words-
worth  James II. Sham
2—Ross Crane, Entertainer.
4—Lecture Recital "James Whit-
come Riley" ... Miss Ilemenway.
7:30—Concert.
ts--Scient;fic Lecture, Radium 
 Prof. W. B. Patty
• ,
Saturday, June sg.
8 :30—Children's Athletics. .
9:30—Health Lecture.
1o:30—Jaunts to Haunt, of British
Poets, Brantwood and Ruskin...
 James H. Shaw
Man Atnung Men" 
Dr. L. G. Herbert
9:30—Health Lecture  4—Lecture Recital "The Tempest"
  
Prof. U. G. Fletchet  Mias Hernenwayf
:4io:30—"Five Big Things in Your 70—Concert.
Head" 8—to
Entertainment, Ross
r. Krebs
—"Ballads of Bourbannaisp" 
Mr. Arnsbury, music. Lady Washi Sunday, June 24ingtons. 
2—"A
4—Lecture—Recital "Childhood, in
Poetry" Miss Ruth Hemenway
7:30—Concert ....Lady Washingtons
goster in Politics" 
  
Col, H. W. J. Ham
Tuesday, June ig.
8:30—Children's Athletics.
9:30—Health Lecture.
10:30—"Dreams and Premonitions"
  Dr. Krebs
2—"Old Times in Dixie 
  Col. H. W. J. Ham
4—Lecture Recital "The Rise of the
Hietotical Novel," Reading of "If
I Were King" ..Miss Hemenway.
7:30—Concert Washington;
8—"Richelieu" 
  Wallace Bruce Arnsbury
Crane, Car-
,'
2—Address Lofty Peaks in Ameri-
can State SITIla neihip" 
 Father G. T. Nagel
Crane
7—Vespers.
7.30—Concert.
8—Address. .Rabbi Leo M a nh eimmer
Individual season tickets can be
secured from the merchants at $t.Ses.
The same ticket at the gate will. be
V.00. By presenting this ticket si""
the gate and so cents additional it
will be made transferable
one's use.
Children's tickets, 6 to
price—under 6 free.
Single admission as cents
Children is cents.
Tents put up ready lot.
$3.00 up, owing to size.
see Mr. Will Hummel.
for any,
12, hall
use, front
For te9t?0.
GUY NANCE,
Manages. 
• '1
M. NANCE.
Embalease•
GUY NANCE
Undertaker and Embalmer,
PRIVATE AMBULANCE
for Sick and injured Only.
113 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. OLD PHObLE egg.
MOns ss# . j,_., PAWCAII/s
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YOUNG MAN
TOOK OWN LIFE
3IARRY E. HARTON
EXISTENCE WITH
BOLIC ACID,
Was Victim
HOME OF THE
FRIENDLESS
WED LIBERAL
CAR- MADE
CONTRIBUTIONS
DURING APRIL
AND MAY.
of Sunstroke Several Board of Lady Managers Desire to
Years Ago, Which Left Him in
Uncertain Condition.
• Simietime Saturday night Harry E.
karton committed suicide in his bed-
goom at the family residence, 408
Aetttucky avenue, where at. 8 o'clock
the following morning his mother
found tli-n when she went in, to
arouse the son. He had taken cae-
bolic acid' and ended his life.
The young man was well known
around town on account of his pecu-
liar and unusual actions ever since he
was overcome several yeare ago by a
severe sunstroke, which left his con-
dition one of irresponsibility at per-
iods. Ten days ago he remarked his
mother that he had taken 12 grains
of morphine to make him sleep, but
it had no effect on hint. His parents
thought at the time he was trying to
commit suicide. lie had not been'
out of the house since then, so he
must have bought the carbolic acid
at the same time.
Saturday night he went to his
room, retired, and taking a vial of
the acid' inserted a quill down into
the bottle to prevent the fiery stuff
from burning his lips, then gulped
4owis the draught that ended his
life shortly thereafter. liis mother
called to him the following morning
about 8 o'clock, but getting no re-
sponse, entered the roOrll and made
the horrible discovery.
Coroner Frank Faker was sum-
moned and held the inquest, which
returned a verdict of suicide.
Harry Ham-ton was a6 years of age,
born in—Todd county, Ky., but eight
years ago came here with his parents,
and had since made his home here.
He is survived byt; his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. D. T. Barton. two brothers,
Arthur Harlon of Kansas City, Mo.,
and E. R. Hanoo of this city, two
sister* Mrs. Mary Thompson of
Adantsville. Tenn., and Mrs. P. L.
Ramsey of Nashville, Tenn. He
married Miss Alice Castleman of the
Cairo road, last Christmas, but they
have not lived together for some
weeks.
This morning the funeral occurs
the residence at 9:30 o'clock, Rev,
Calvin Thompson officiating, with in-
terment following at Oak Grove. The
-desperate act was caused by ill health
of the young man, who left on a
notebook writings to this effect,
saying the woold held no pleasures
for him, and that he was only in thc
way He asked to be buried beside
his sister Minnie.
In hie pocket was found three
sgsein capsules, filled with crushed
glass, showing what he intended re-
sorting to, in case the carbolic acid!
failed
tobacco
Outlook
Gloomy
The excessively dry weather is in-
juring all the wheat, but especially
the late sowing, says the Owensboro
Inquirort Ohe farmer who was in
the city Tuesday stated that lie be-
Eeved that the wheat crop in the
West Louisville and the Rome locali-
ties would be one-half an average
crop. All the earlier wheat is now in
the blown and the heads arc much
shorter than they should be. The
grain also will not fill out well if
there he not ample rain veKy soon.
Should there be too much rain in the
next few days there' would also be
great damage dye to falling of the
straw afil-aIso to the rust that woaid
almost certainly result.
The tobacco plant situation is also
causing more uneasiness daily as the
dry weather continues. Several farm-
ers arc trying to set their tobacco by
the slow process of watering the hpls
by hand but this is very slow, tedidui
and uncertain. The only urgent tea'
son for it is the fact that the plants
In the beds are growing too large
for setting and are also injuring each
other by over
-crowding,
Special Rates to Nashville. Tenn,
Speeiel Rates to Nashville, Tenn.
-via Nashville, Chattanooga & St
Lpuis, Railway, NPay 20th to afith
Igo6, account J. W. Thomas Memori
al Festival.
$3.2.5 for round trip which includes
one admission to auditorium.
W. L. DANLR'y, G. P. A.
Nashville, Tenn,
Broadway West
Six room, iv) font
corner Twenty-first
$eetioo cash.
WhIttemdre Real
Fraternity Building."
83S. • ,
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COMMUTER TESTS 1 DOG PROUD OF CLOTHES.
MRS. COMMUTER
"A queer thing happened on the
train this morning," said the commut-
er ta his wife. "I am going to put the
rituation to you and see what you
think of it.
"At Caldwell two men began to an
elle on the general cussedness of hu•
wan nature. One was a pessimist, the
ether an optimist. The optimist die
attest of the talking.
" 'The average man,' said he, 'is bon-
art. I will prove it to you right now.
there are at least 50 men in this ear
Ind not one of them I venture to say
sill claim anything that does not be-
tting to him.'
"The cynie admitted that they were,
Indeed, a pretty uts;ent lot. 'But I'd
advise you to go slow,' he said. How
lo you propose to test them?'
" 'This way.' said the optimist.,
have in my pocket a searfpin that 1
lave never worn. I only bought it
nee am taking it to teen
,u-day to give it to my wIfe's nephew
as a birthday present. Now, I am will-
ing to give the impression that I found
it in this car. If anybody has nerve
enough to claim it as his he may have
It.'
"The cynic agreed to those condi
tions and the porter was called.
" 'Will you ascertain,' said the op
'11 anybody in this car has i0.“
any thing recently?'
'''I'he porter walked up and down the
stele and bawled out at the top of his
voate: 'Lost property found—lost
pruperty found. Who does It belong
to? This gentleman has IL'
"Everytody looted through their
;sockets and several persons claimed to
ae poorer than when they left borne.
rhrea aid bat money, one a watch
harm, somebody else a bunch of keys
end another a signet ring. Presently
s man satieg nt-sr the middle of the
ear jumped up a.al
'By George! 1 Lave lost a s•arfpall'
" 'What kind of a pin was UV asked
the (nail:Mgt
" *it v.as an opal set in a greld band
of nit/poen woroznioship,' as... tht
reply.
''be optimist nearly dropped. 'le
this it?' asked the optimist.
" 'It is,' said the man, and he took
t_he pin.
"The opt:mist weer disheartened. He
had lost a valuable pin and his faith
in the honesty cf mankind at the same
rime, and the double blow was enough
to floor him. The cynic, although se-
cretly delighted, was puzzled.
" 'Of course,' said he, 'you can't
squeal. You've agreed to let the fel-
low keep the pin, and you're bound in
honor to do, but I'd demand an ER-
planation if I were you. The circum-
stances are really remarkable, and that
much is due you.'
"The optimist thought so, too, se be
went back and sat down beside the
man who had filched his pin.
"'Sir,' said the optimist, 'there is no
need for me to tell you that you are
an infernal rascal. You know that as
well as I do. You are aware that that
pin does not belong to you. What I
would like to know Is how you were
able to describe it so accurately.'
"Then the optimist proceeded to re-
late his previous conversation with the
cynic. The young man listened with
keen appreciation. He did not get
mad.
" Mr,' he said, when It came his
time to talk, 'perhaps I am not such a
villain as you hink. I could describe
his pin because it belonged to me. I
lost It five years ago. I have been look-
ing for it ever since. I knevr=that I
should And it some time. In all these
years, whenever I heard of a man find-
ing anything, I have butted In with a
description of that pin, hoping that he
might have it. I have been particular-
ly anxious to get it In the last two
years. I am married now and I want
to get the opal set. In a ring for my
wife. I thank you for returning it to
mst'
"The optimist listened, but be was
not convinced. 'I understand the sit-
uation,' be said, 'but I still think you
are a rascal. In my opinion you have
no right to that pin. I bought it yes-
terday in good faith, and I consider
that it belongs to me.'
"Finally they submitted the question
to the rest of the men in car. Opinion
was dIveded. Some thought the young
man entitled to the pin, others that
Dlogenes had the best claim to it"
"I am surprised," put In the com-
muter's wife, "that there should be any
disagreement. Of course it belonged to
Diogenes. The ethics of the case are
an plain as a pikestaff to anybody ex•
ce t that young enan,f,_
"Thanks," said the commuter. "Thai
was the point I wanted your opinion
OD."
'fhere was a brief silence. Presently
the commuter's wife looked at her hus-
band's flushed face, at his wilted collar
and the tie beneath.
"Why, where did you get that pin?"
she asked. "I never saw it before. An
opal set in a gold band—well, upon
my word! You don't mean to Shy---"
"Yes," said the commuter. "I do
wanted the opal for you, but since
you think j have no right to it—"
"Oh," said the commute?. wife,
"that's different."—N. Y. Press.
Canine That Is Very Much Dis-
tressed When Deprived of
Correct Apparel.
There is a dog in Augusta whe
dresses just like a man, wearing ehe
regulation coat, vest, collar and cravat
and is very proud of his apparel, seem-
ingly, being very much distressed and
ashamed whenever his busy master
does not have time to rig him up in
his clothes, reports the Augusta (Ga.)
Chronicle.
"If there are any who are "from
Missouri," they may be satisfied by
calling at a blacksmith shop on Ellis
street, near the city hall, where they
can be introduced to him by his mai).
ter, George Bailey, a negro employe of
the smithy.
He wears them with a conscious dig-
nity and is hugely delighted when any-
one stops to notice his attire and com-
ment thereon. He will gaze intently
at each speaker and Joyously wag his
tail when complimented upon his ap-
pearance.
It is not known what whim induced
the blacksmith to thus clothe his ea-
nine pet "in all points like as we are."
But he certainly devised the dog's
dress most ingeniously. No detail is
wanting. The cut of his coat is after
the latest mode—has pockets, too—
the collar is nicely laundered and the
cravat is tied with correct smartness.
The first thing in the morning he
must be properly dressed, or else he
whines piteously. After he has been
Clothed according to his usual custom
his joy knows no bounds, and he dis-
plays his pleasure with much bark-
ing and wagging of his tali. He has
the utmost contempt for the host of
naked dogs who roam about the street
and absolutely refuses to associate
with them, manifesting a spirit of out-
raged indignation at their immod-
esty.
"PAGAN" TOWN IN ENGLAND
Village of 1,700 People Who Seem
to Have Gone Spiritually
to Sleep.
"Pagan Hook" 12 the name now en-
joyed by the quiet little village of
Hook, which is situated some three
miles from Kingston-on-Thames.
Sc lost in indifference is this village
that the vicar, the Rev. W. M. Ding-
well, has thrown up the cure of the
parish in desiair, says a recent Lon-
don report.
"I have worked hard here for nearly
three years," said the vicar, in an in-
terview, "and it seems largely in vain.
I have spoken to the people personally
and have implored them to come to
church, but they will not do it.
"No effort, either spiritual or ma-
terial, no concert, whether high-clans
or extremely 'popular,' no branch of
church activity ;hat I have been able
to devise or carry on will induce the
people of Hook-to come to church.
"There is a population of 1,700 poa
pie, but many of them absolutely re-
fuse to attend church. In fact, only
200 out of the 1,700 have attended
church, and some of these even are not
Hook people
"The fact is that the village is spir-
itually asleep. They do not go to non-
conformist places of worship, nor do
they go golfing or motoring. They
have simply gone to sleep and they do
not give a thought to spiritual things."
The vicar has now departed for the
West Indies on a holiday voyage.
Some of the more enlightened inhab
Hants of "Pagan Hook" are taking
around a large memorial paper asking
Christian and pagan alike to sign an
earnest entreaty to the reverend gen-
tleman to return to them.
THE FUR-LINED OVERCOAT.
Dressy Gentleman Will Carry the
Garment Inside Out on
His Arm.
The precise and high-priced tallot
drew a chalk picture on the customer
who was -trying on," relates the Prov-
idence Journal, stuck three pins in
him and said:
''The most radical change in gar
ments for gentlemen for winter wea-
this year will come in the fur-lined
overcoat. We have been driven to It
by a detachable fur collar which has
made its appearance and which can be
fastened on to the permanent cone'
of a $16 ready-made topcoat in a way
that will puzzle an expert to detect its
on and off features. Of course, that
k'lls the fur collar for the rich and
'dressy' gentleman who has a genuine
e shall make me • ar o.
the expensive coat of the same ma-
terial as the cloth of the coat, or of
velvet, rut a little wider than the col-
lar of the ordinary coat.
"And muffs will not .be sewed on the
sleeves of the first-class fur
-lined coat
this season. They, were always sug-
gnetive of the crushed tragedian."
"How will people know that 'dressy'
an,' wealthy gentlemen have fur-lined
oonts?" inquired .the custodian, mita
ouely.
'"They will carry them Inside out on
their arms," replied the precise tailor.
The Old Question.
"1)On't you find It little embarrass-
ing to be engaged to a widower"
"Well, yes," admitted the young ghi
frankly, "I do. Every once in awhile
I find myself starting to ask him if
am really the first girl be ever loved."
—Louisville Courier-Journal.
Fermented ,Liquor.
The four states whioh produced the
largest quantity of fermented liquor is
1904 were New York, 10,691.8'62 bar
rels; Pennsylvania, 6,123,936 barrels;
Illinois, 4,632,446 barrels, and Will001b
sin. 4.0$5.2.103 harrels:
GUI THROUGH
YOUR CORPf,P9NDUNCE
BY USING THE
UtittK3URIKIKSSISMTIMS1===ttlit1
21
"UND[RWOOD"
TYP[WRITER
14 Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time which is your time.
Underwood Typewriter Co.,
241 Broadway, New York.
Main and Fourth Sts., Louisville.
hare as
at any p,Of on any kind of terns, until you have received our complete Free Catu•locums illustratIng and describing every kind of high-grade and low-gra,t.bicycles, old patterns and Latest models, and learn of our remarkable Li) iSPRIORS and wonderful new offers made pesaibie by selling from factor,direct to rider with no middlemen's profits.
WE SNIP ON APPROVAL Maoist a cent &yard, Pay the Freight antiallow 10 Days Free Trial and make other liberal terms which no o:h -1house in the world will do. You will !mum everything and get much valuable information by simply writing us a postal.We need a /Me. Aeolic in every town and can offer an opportunitjto make money to suitable young men who apply at once.$8 0 PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES ° N
Ark,. $$8.50 per p.:sir.
CENT is ALL IT WILL COST YOB, a write for our big FRAM BICYCLE catalogue
I 
show-ing the most complete line a b ietv-rtaA-Hit; YCLEti. TIRES and SUNDRIES at Fit) •BELOW ar 3, other manufacturer or dealer in the yew- la.
0002 NOT BUY A BICYCLE
.80 $4-6-8-91.L.R PAllo Ingratiates
We Will S.lItIAU,1 T
Yoe a OR el.qiWONTPair forSairealy OUT THE(CASH WITH ORDER $4.68)
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of 15 years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS. CAC-
TUS, PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
be vulcanized like any other tire.
Two Noshed Thousand pairs vow Is actual goo. Over
Seventy-five Thousand pairs mad Iasi year.
Rotlee Ube MLA rubber tread
"A" and paneture strips ••11".
mad "Li," also rim strip "211'mto prevent irtm cutting. Thistire will outlast any ether
emars--sorv, ELASTIC and
EAST JUDIEfik a.wapeworth a .pt.t.Prneiai 
quality of 
in
wy her, tfich never becomes porous and which closes up small punctures
all sizes. It is lively and easy riding, very durable and tined inhale
without allowing the air to escape. We have hundreds of letters from 'sunsed eastacien statingthat their tires have only been pumped np once or twice in • whole season. They weigh no more thanas ordinary tire. the puncture resisting qualities being given by several layers ol thin, specialtyprepared fabric on the tread. flat "Holding Sack" setmation commonly fek when riding oil as "baitOT soft roada le„sverconse by the patent " et Weave” treed which prevents all air from beingsqueezed out between the tire and the road thus overcoming all suction. The regular price of thesetires is E yo per pair, but for advertising purposes we are malting a special factory price to the riderof only 114.10 per pair. All orders shipped same day letter is received. We ship C.O.D. on approval.You do not pay • cent until you have examined and found them strictly as re ed.We will allow • sash dlimount of percent (thereby making the price so./ per pair) if you *endFULL CASH METH ORDRR a endow this advertisement. We will also send one nickelplated brass hand pump and two Sampson metal puncture closers on full paid orders (these metalpuncture closers to be used in case of intentional knife cuts or heavy gashes). Tires to be returnedat OUR expense if for any reason they are not satisfactory on examination.We are perfectly reliable and money sent to us is as safe as in a bank. Ask your Postmaster,Banker, Repress or Freight Agent or the Editor of this paper about ma If you order • pair oithese tires, you will dud that they will ride easier. run faster, wear better, last longer and loot,finer than any tire you have ever used or seen at any price. We know that you will be so well pleasedthat when you want a bicycle you will give us your order. We want you to send us • small trialorder at once, beam this remarkable tire offer.
bellt-up-vrhaele, saddles, pedals, parts and repairs, nut00ASTIEN-BRAKES, everything in the bicycle line are sold by us at hair thessaueprices charged by dealers and repair men. Write for our big SUNDRY catalogue.
N NOWM' butirl;usaP:sti today. DO NOTrINI OF BUYING  le apefri 
 
aneuut 
the new wonderful offers we are making. It only costa • postal to learn everything. Write it ROW. ,
BEAD CYCLE COMPANY, Dept.e"J L" C I !CABO, ILL
Not the Clam.
Clam (lingers are predicting a cold
winter because the clams are burrow-
ng deep. Just wry a clam should be
given credit for knowing more about
the weather than human beings is not
clear. Some animals may be credited
with superior instinctive impression.—
but not a clam.—Vneshington Star.
Exchange of Confidences.
Husband (during the honeymoon)—
I was awfully nervous when I pro
posed to you. I was afraid you
wouldn't accept me.
Wife—And I was awfully nervous
for weeks before you prdposed. I was
afraid ,you wouldn't --Sphopo.
End Cottage.
lot, North Rallt
street. $3,000.
Estate Agency
Both 'phones
A
Express Their Thanks to All
Who Have Helped.
t .
The Home of the Friendless was
liberally remembered during the
present month, and April, by the
citizens at large,- and the >board of
lady managers desire to extend their
thanks to the following for contribu-
tion of mentioned articles:
Mrs. Win Nagle $5, Mr:' Frank
Jones $1, Mits. Frank Fisher $1, Mrs.
Wtn Hughes $1, Mrs. Virgil Sherrill
$1, and Mrs. Given Campbell $5.
Evangelical German church barrel of
Hour, Mrs. Wm. Bloom barrel of
flour and sugar, Christian church
bazaar two large cakes, Cumberland
Yresbyterian church calms, E. B.
Harbour eight pairs of shoes, Rock
Shoe Co. pair rubber boots, C. L.
lirunsons plants, Covington Bros.
groceries, Mr. Ben Billings letter-
heads and envelopes, Mrs. Harth too
liti coal and' clothing: Mr. Max
Nahn aoo bu coal, Mrs. Abrams of
the bazaar, Millinery goods. Mrs. D.
E NV. Coons hats, Miss Ann Baker
clothing toys and books, Rudy &
'
Phillips house slippers, E. C. Gilson
five gallons coal oil, Mrs. Louis Kolb
h fruit and clothing, Mrs. Sol Dreyfus
Tclothing, Mrs. Weil clothing, Mr.
1Jessie Weil 5 doz. cans of vegetables,Mrs. W. H. Coleman fruit andflowers, Me. Claud Russel quanity of
I milk, F. M. Kirby dry goods, MissPelle Cane bedding, Miss Alice
Comptom clothing and plant, Miss
Fannie Goulct clothing, Mrs. J. L
Friedman milk and vegetables, Miss
Zula Cobb' millinery, Mrs. W. Y.
Griffith milk, Mrs. Gus Hank flow-
ers, Mrs. E. P. Gilson lawn° mower
and kindling wood, Mrs. Tom Leech
money.
O 00000000. 0
o 0
O IT PAYS TO KILL MOS- 0
O QUITOES. 0
O 0
O Of all e our petty annoy- 0
O ances, mosquitoes have here- 0
O tofone been considered among 0
O the most difficult of control. 0
0 They seem to have that feel- 0
ing themselves as they set- 0
o tie their pumps into our skin 0
C. in a calm indifference 0
O whether a lunch or a slap 0
O shall await them, well know- 0
O ing that, in either event, 0
O others will take their places. 0
0 Umsemally distributed and 0
0 finding an abundance of food 0
o everywhere, their extermina- 0
O thin is a practical impossibil- 0
Cr ity'in a sparcely settled corn- 0
O triunity. het in a farming 0
O eoitntry tlicre kh4Nitld he no 0
O excuse foe their existence. 0
O Until recent years mosqui- 0
o toes have been regarded as 0
O mere annoyances of man and 0
O beast, which the callonesed 0
O farmer considered it beneath 0
0 his dignity to notice. Still, 0
on that ground alone, it would 0
O repay a farmer financially to 0
O put forth a considerable effort 0
O for relief.—Farming. 0
O 00o'oo'oio00
Chattanooga Lynching
Brought Up In the
U. S. Supreme Court
(Continued From First Page.),
pose of preventing it from hearing
the appeal allowed by the court, and
for the purpose allowed by the court,
and for the purpose of preventing the
prisoner from rice' ctsing a right sc-
cured to him by the laws and consti-
Onion of the United States.
The facts attending the lynching
are given in the information filed,
;lid the statement is made that, al-
though Sheriff Shipp returned to the
jail while it was in possession of a
mob, neither he nor Deputy Gibson
did anything to prevent the lynching,
but in fact aided those engaged in it.
Cited for Trial.
The Attorney-general closed as
follows: "Wherefore the United
States of America, the complainants
herein, through their attorney-gen-
eral, respectfully request this honor-
able court that in consideration of the
acts committed by the above-named
defendants and each of them as here-
inbefore set forth, it will issue and
dinect the marshal of this court to
,iterve on said defendants, and each
of them a rule to show cause, if any
there be, on a day certain why said
defendants and each of them should
not be punished as any for contempt
of this honorable court."
out the independent dealers, to kill
they were no fiffetent than those
made fo,r any other. concern.'
•
Good Morning!
Did you swallow your share of dust last night? I have a full lineal
Garden Hose, Nozzels, Sprinkling Sled*
-
etc., various grades and various prices.
Help your neighbor keep down the dust.
1:11ZPL
Ed D .Hannan
Both Phones not. 132 South Peurth Si., 325 Kentucky Avenue.
Paducah Transfer Company
ancor oersted.)
General Cartage Business, -.
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phonea
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
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Courier-Journal Getting Right.
hfunicipal ownerahip of public util-
ities, has gleaned a strong; ally in
Kentucky by season of the Louis-
ville Cdbrier-Journal in its fight for
lighting oompetition in that city is
collecting statistics from other cities
the size of Lottisvilk and publishing
theta in ceder that it, readers may
bee the oomparison with the figures
cheeped in Louisville. • In all the
replies publiehed teluel far by that
newspaper the question of municipal
ownership is involved, and where the
cities own their plants they show
the cost of lights to be less than
one-half the price paid by other cities
to private companies.
The Courier- journat has never
been favorable to the idea of munic-
ipal owurership, but on the contrary
has always liven outspoken in ite
eh -opposition to the idea yet in its in-
- seestigations of the lighting question
it is compelled to accept the results
of public ownership and competition
in its fight against Lae Louisville
monoply.
We evould not have our readers to
infer that the Courier-Journal has
been consented to municipal owner-
ship, for it has not up to. this time,
but that paper is busily engagod in
is Vier
pointing out the evils of moRtrily,
and in has sue of The 
is Teo. educed the keeling.; editorial
that appeared in ite Sunday's issue,
tel which deals directly with she
lighting monopoly in that city. The
arguments used me most convincing
and out of the thousands Nob° read
the leading paper of Kentucky many
will give 'seritittle thought to the ques-
tion and reason it out so their own
satisfaction, and to us there seems
to be but one solution—municipal
owererithip. Competition is good as
efar as it goes, but there are gI
s
cey
different Itindn of comperitiett:
Standard Oil Joust has convinced the
people on that score. There may
be genuine competition, fctitious
compettuon and competition with an
agreed rate. And agnin competition
may cease sit ally moment in favor
of monopoly. Municipal ownership
will break up a monopoly every eime
and prevent such an, evil from
keine. There are millions in mo-
nopoly or the owners of it, and
there are millions in municipal own-
ership for the people. The Register
is not a wank and only favors. mu-
necipal ownerehip of •water and light
plants, because the products are ab-
solutely necessary to life in a city.
The ownerahip of
by individluals is .not
in the way of high
owners are
ex-
public milkiest
only dangerous
rates, but the
that are fast driving emery Aanerican
citizen, to favor municipal ownership
of water and light plants.
The owners of those concern/I may
bey up a few councilmen, aldermen
and newspapers, bat the people are
opening their eyes, and if the
Courier-Journal will Pallow up • the
tight it is now making, we do not
see 'how it can much longer refrain
from being an ardent advocate of
municipal ownership. At any rate
the editshlialls land news hat Derr it
has been publishing lately, showing
the evils of monopoly, will but serve
to educate the people more thorough-
ly, and incidentally on the benefits of
municipal ovenerehip.
Lunt Simons, a Hebrews who con-
ducts Riverview park near Louieville,
as soon as the order went forth that
the Sunday law would be enforced in
Louisville and 'Jefferson county, be-
come very religious in his views and
observed last Saturday as the Jewish
Sabbath and run his park and its
numerous bars on Sunday, iiitending
thereby to get around the
When Mt. gsimons is before the
comes he will find that the laws of
this country cannot prevent any man
from oblerving any day he may
choose to observe as his. Sabbath,
and. be will also learn that no man
can desecrate the day widens.'elie law
fixes for the Sabbath in tit, country.
Simons rfla giht observe every six
week days if he wants ege but thee
'monk% give no right „Oro violate the
Sabbath. The %avo Ages not deal
with any nun's Sabbath, but the
Sabbath or day oflitilisheed by the
American people, tps observance as
such
On June 12, die cilly of St. Louis
votde ton nine difkvent bond
propositions, involving the issue of
$11,2oo,000.
been
keep:
of mum
become
problem of the age.
The buying and !railing of legisla-
tures, skate and municipal, has at
length developed into a erode of the
corporations seeking either fresh
concessions er the renewal of old
ones. The method of bilYino and
selling is eieveted into one of the
fine arts. It has been simplified,
however. by the appearances on the
scene of a queee kind ef a middle-
nn claiming to he a lawyer and
known as a "bobby Attorney," who,
for a consideratien great enough to
cower all contingencies with no 141
of particulars required or queoions
mined; engages to deliver to his
"client" what are called "the goods."
In the person of "Judge" Andy
Hamilton, of Albany. the country
has had the -last twelve months a
seartline and piettrreequic exht of
the Lobby Attorney. In point of
fact, however, he is an old offender.
Of one sort and another, he exists
and lins long existed in all the state
capitels, vslere legislation is to be
tenrobt. or obstructed, and in every
The Exact Size of It.
(Louisville Courieo-Journal.)
The questions of questions in Mu-
nk**. Covernineret—the question
which has' awakened the moral and
business sense of the greater com-
munities from one end of the land
to the other—relates largely to what
are called the Public Utilities.
In the earlier stages of the lives of
these communities certain persons
haring a. bide Money and seeing
farther ahead than their neighbors,
organized tbeniselves intd ''esithpanies
and bbtained concessions, ere pievil-
legetseaor lighting, watering and car
eying the people. In the outset they
preeestied themselves in the character
of benefactors. But, as cities; grew,
their gratuitous concretions increas-
ed in value. and, as their charters
began So expire, it was necessary to
renew prat By this time other peo-
ple than these corporator, has ap-
Prized Atowneives of the money-mak
ing statt" of the case. What had
o get grew harder to
the gradual corruption
government. which has
once the scandal and the
manicirtal officers and repreeenta- moo,.
fives. In every election they takes a Since the boatel of aldermen in
head and do more to corrupt ' the Louisville has investigated certain
bal?ot than any other set of even 
the 
in dlie matter of
lighting ordinances, which.in it city electiou.
thertsgh 'it 'was common enough and
In the Courier-Josrnal of yes4cr- low ettovei, no member of the
day almost:fix, ..itilltitnai of !space are I board seernedito have 'heard, and has
devoted totti4g;wg ootsditiona in. De- att04,61 that dial oa no f(aindiation
trod, Clev
e 
, Cincinnati, Buffalo, irl'Ati,`41r eign in conjecture, or
, or' of justifteletifm, we suppo*: ' itMilwaukee iiitedi,,,Bghinaire, alai 10 •-wookt to fair esseert of lesse maietne
some of these cities, the people. have lot o lave Oeisegertacerrnal again $o
fought for trvicipals osirlieepihip andI 'rtmeh.as to refer to iiti-, bat we are
won, Yet Shay have been thwarted ,by '111. "Iiithia Our rights as a public
the handful 'of men ' who' own the 
journotivand a local historian to call
• . .. _.. 1 allentton „e0 the fart that the lessois-franchises Which net Mem millions 'vine. oegating company at
 still titles-
of dollars each year, thaod in ose ter of. the situation at the city !hell
chit,* whete munitipal ownership ,Potent •enooli* to hold its own, and
bide its time; that by some odd cn-prevails those cities are gettng their .
Intl* ' , the member of the board
street lights for $30 and $38, per i of aldermen mare* to the attorney
year, whik those in thic grasp-of iihe l of the fighting Company, is absent
lighting motsrepoir are paying from at the opportune moment, carrying
$75 to $tOo la year. It is just sneh no& him an opppering nteaMesidn,
and that thie mayor of the city seeing
-.
facts and figures, together with she psyroe tunes is se eishib as an, oyster
cOttorpf atiethods of the nxmopolies, a$ that or. Trny, the fpeetioret of
..,
, , r
the board, and Moe Etodery, one of
the nigni." itruster Me. inembers,
are dumb as of vs; and finally,
that, unless the unexpecitied 'happens,
the Louisville Lighting Comprey has
every reason to count that it will get
its exclusive franchise, the Democrat-
ic city govetnenent—elected on def-
inite pledgeo—eto all intents and pur-
poses saY4Cts. to the people, 'oWiliat
are you going to do about it?"
In the last 'municipal campaign
the Courier-Joutual made no pre-
tense of perfectibility for the Demo-
cratic ticket, which, SO me wilt* as a
choice of evils', it aupporteds It
qualified its support by the admis-
sion that the city government had
not been just what it ought to be.
It did not look for the nillomiume
It did not expect to find the new
Jerusalem in the city hall. For cer-
tain reasons, explicitly stated, it pre-
ferred the Democratic to the Fusion
ticket; end those .reasons related not
to the personalities, of either- ticket
but to the opportunities of real re-
form likely to flog from the success
of Ore one or the other. What do
we now see? The first serious" q u es -
n supposed to involve big money.
and certainly involving a valuable
franchise, which comes up, is decided
in favor not only of the strongest
corporation, but in favor ' of that
corporation which is most identified
in the popular mind with tyrannous
exaction and questionable inffue-oce.
If Mr. Barth, an honest man as
we truly believe—but hefts no dem-
ocrat and false to his pledges as a
Democratic candidate—and Mr. Ty-
ler and Mr. Fanbry, two honest men,
as we ,truly believe—but in this no
Democrats and false to their pledges
as Democratic candidattes--think
they can perm* such a deed to be
done and escape the consequences
boat to themselves and their party
they will find thennelves most
grievously mistaken when the peopt
next go no the polls, and neither the
lighting company Thar the Courie--
Journal will be able to cave them.
Perhaps the Cburier-Journal will
not even try to save them.
We meant what we mid, and all
We said, in the lase campaign. Lou-
isville is not the worst governed of
'cities. On the contrary, it has been
measurably well governed. No great
fiscal irrstitotions, no rows of costly
buildings, bear witness to corruption
on a large wale or tketify to any
man's boss-slip. Little doses of oc-
casional sneak-stealing. like that
now being investigated by the school
board, are about the size of it. The
Courier-Journal has never thought
it a duty on constitute itself a de-
tective and irodisoriminately to meek
rake for filth in the gutters. It
draws a line, however, at the selling
or the giving away of valuable fran-
chisee and 'the stifling of fair com-
petition; and this is practically what
the preeent so-called Democratic city
government will be doing- if it grants
the Balling company's orditnnee
and kilns any one of "he composin.g
(ordinances. •
Solving the Telephone Problem in
Chicago.
(Chicago Examiner.)
In the controversy over the pro-
posed franchise for a new telephone
company in Chicago both slides are
partially right and both are wholly
wrong. That sounds like a bull, but
in fact it is the one way in which
the shuation can be summed up.
The Chicago Telephone Company,
having possession of the field, says
that two telephone systems are a nui-
sance, an expense to subscribers and
a source of continual annoyance. The
company hi perfectly correct in these
statements.
The manufacturers' Company, now
forming, says that the Chicago com-
pany is robbing the people; that it is
giving an inadequate service' at ex-
tortionate rates. These charges are
equally true, and known to he true
by all users of telephones or readers
am' newspapers.
Then arises the question whether
it is better to have two telephonic
corporations looking only for profit.
one managed for profit or one owned
by the people and managed for the
people.
The propositions of the new com-
pany are such as justify the general
public interest in the fortune of that
corporation. If to give it a charter
would mean a permanent duplication
should be refused. But if the charter
'shall be so drawn as to result in pub-
lic ownership within .1 compasatively
few years its grant &nerves serious
cons'deration.
Fortunately the city of Chieagn has
an administration interested in the
rights • of the people Tether than in
those of favored corporations, and It
wail wordy force the sold cnmpany to
concede everything which the. ,new
company now offers,
But a single company, owned by
and for the' peeplle, will be the only
complete solution of the problem.
•
n a
art
sigThe TIght•ea& in Iteaven.
(Concorde' )Cansaw)
Some of the tighter:dieof this hbW11
veil! feel mighty cheap when they
areeteleen to heaven and from their
perch on a .high stool, where they
will play on golden harp with sil-
ver stringer, they can look down and
tee mottle other fellow ticSnii around
this. town in an automobile. bought
with Otie monly they could' not take
along :with them 03 their eternal
home.
,, • •
Closing of
Sunday
Sal• ta
An AcIstoesICto tagtitizeitlifti
tfilel b.403edlitirn's Leag
•
•
.IThe attention of every eitizetti14
Louisville has doubtless been direct-
ed to the proclamations of the mayor
donlandlitio that the law se, plainly
written onloure'siiituitki beaks; provid-
for the closing the Sunday sa-nte Mistake of Liquor Men. loom amr triday theatres, he en-The([Ara n kfor t State Journal.)
forced,„ Mr: action of the mayor,liquor dealers' association at
we belitve. ;netts with the strong ap-Loui.sville is going Ito; tight the Sun- 
of ad everwhelming 'majorityday closing law. It will a very 
.of the 'citizens of linuisrille, hndfoolish as well as a liosine•ateempt. thie citinsiship supports Isim in thisTiheirs is a bus/Mese that neither the .
The People Own, the Streets.
- • ( ouisvil)&cat .4
The New York pecipli imagine
that the streets. belong to the people
end not to corporations and builders.
The Knickerbecker Trust company's
Rine building at Fifth avenue and
Thirty-fourth stireOt enoroaches on
the street.. Expensive aq beetitikul,
still it has now been orderneda sitar
suit, to vacate. It now hopes by
some special legislation to protect its.
"rights" in the property it has•seiz.ed,
said to be •worth litoo,000, estilThated
in square feet. Everywilvev e
is insisting on its n s.own
property.
RC 011. 
—national, state or morricipar govern- We are glad to call yourmeats permit without license, and non to the unostruous indorsementthen upon direct and unequivocal, theor . rpress, of 0 city..
Al! of ow'conditions, Better submit to the
law with the best grace possible. It
'will do more than anything else to
make the temperance people tolerate
the business at all.
Bishop Fellows and Newspapers.
(St. Louis Republic.
Bishop Fellows, in Philadelphia,
gave the, preachers good advice in
admonishing them to seedy the news-
papers for sharp, short, pungent and
cogent style of discourse for turning
down the sinners and exalting the
righteous. He truly said that the
press has been the faithful ally of
the pulpit in favoring humanitarian
reforms and advocating the rights of
all. No mistake is made when a
clergyman of such clear perceptions
and sound views is promoted to be a
bishop.
Wipe Out the Grafter.
(St. Louis Republic.)
Ae Congressman Landis says, this
is the best country on earth. And
that is one of the best reasons why
it should no }singer tolerate graft,
even where grant is legalized.
SCANDAL BEHIND
FALL OF TRADERS
Former Secretary Rothermel to Di-
vulge Sensation if Attacks
Continue,
Chicago. May e8—"The wrecking
of the Traders' Insurance Company
because of its losses in the San Fran-
cisco fine is an unwritten story which
may Sainte sensation if it is ever
made PutAle.“ /aid, homer Secretary
S A. Rothennel of the bankrupt con-
cern yesterday.
Mr. Rotherrnel said that he would
nert talk further for public...lion until
he find, out what other officials with
whom he has been at war mill do.
"If they continue to otack me,"
oak! he "I may have sonothing to
say."
Mr. Rod-armed was charged by
some of the directors with acting con-
trary to the interest of thr company
it, telegraphing other companies with
which he was connected, two days
before the Traders decided to go into
the hands of a receiver, ° lie is also
accused of having neglected to secure
bids for rensurance of the com-
pany's business after hay 4 been so
in
"They acted without 'thing for
any bids," said Mr. Rotheretel yester-
day. "Whatever the action for a
receivership was based went was ob-
tained from the books in Cie office in
Chicago."
"I will not talk about Mr. Rother-
rrel," said President Lefens. lEvery-
thing done by the directors was
straightforward, and he has nothing
to tell wh'ch can injure us.
GUILTY OF GIVING
REBATES TO SHIPPERS.
Taggart and Thomas Convicted in
Kansas City Federal Court.
Kansas City. Mhy 2S—George I..
Thomas, a freist):4 broker, and L. B.
Taggart, a clerk working for Thom-
as in the United States district court
here, were found guilty of the charge
of conspiracy to illegally give re-
shippers. Thee Pry cittsi
erect die case only thirty minutes,
before giving a verdict. Attorneys
for the defendant filed notice for a
new trial and the motion will be
argued today. The court will not
pronounce 'sentence against Thomas
add Taggart until the motion for a
new trial is disposed of.
daily papers, have had strong editor-
lade endorsing the action of the gov-
ernor and The mayor in this matter.
The Citizens' League sought to
urge the given/or and mayor bee to
close up the Sunday saloons and the
Sunday theatres, and if there are
those who donee eo proceed against
any other •mariner of occupation or
amusement is. the Citizen's Lea gue
will join them in sach proiecution
when they .have given good reasons
for such prooedure.
We give the following as soak of
the reasons for tha Closing of the
Sunday saloons and Sunday theatres;
Pirst—Because the lbws of the'
people demand it. However nien
May differ about the propriety of
'licensing saloons to do business, ev-
ery good eitinen wilt agree that we
cannot hope for the continuation of
our republican form of government
if we permit Olio shameless violation
of our laws. It is sufficient, condem-
nation of any bmiriese that wiil flag-
rant/sr ignore and trample under foot
the law of the state "
If there were today no law upon
our statute book's forbidding the Sun-
day saloon and the Sunday theatre,
then there would be great need and
abundant reason kir the immediate
inectment of such a law, and we
believe the people would demand
such a law and its enforcement. The
second reason for kmanding the
asset of the Sunday saloon Is be-
cause of the waste of 1orc 45d
wage-earning power. Sunda it •
day of idlenerse for many men. • Mtn-
trfacturers have repeatedly e*plain-
eti of the large percentage of inen
who are on Monday, either unfit fur
a full day's work or fail to come to
work at all, because of excessive
chinking on Sunday; a clear loss in
earning power to the community be-
sides the reduction of income to the
wage-earner's family. A etaiernent
of such less of earning power and to
the csnvnmrsty on account of the
Sunday saloon would be startling.
Third—The thirst reason is be-
muse of the weak and defenseless
We hoe sight often of the .wives
and the children of the staloortlieeper
and of the drinking man, and of oth-
er dependent ones, who know Ito day
of rest and for %shone the American
Sunday conies only to being added
burdens. miseries and privations. A
member of saloonkeepers have ex-
pressed a desire that the saloon.' be
closed on Sunday. laying they
would, gladly do so if all were made
to close.
Fourth—The fourth reason is be-
cause the Sunday saloon changes
Sunday from a day of mikit. and or-
(*.Oiliness to disorder and indecency.
Our grand 'ivies have repeatedly cal-
led attention to the feet that the
most of the crime we stiffer is be-
came- of the Senday saloons,.
We have made no reference to the
nvseal queetion involved: Many of
our citizens will find in that their
strongest objection to the Sunday sa-
loon and the Sunday theatre. because
they are the meat polluters of the
lives of the young men and young
women of our city. Wi• believe it
to be the almost unanimous verdict'
of our citizens. that we will •-,upport
the mayor in his troclarirmiere
THE F.XECUT1VE COMMITTEE
OF THE CITIZENS' LEAGUE.
Movement to Impeach
Terre Haute's Mayor.
THIRTY-POUR INDICTMENTS
For Frauds in Connection With
Ohio Bridge Contracts.
Lint 0.7May 27.—The grand jury
has 4 ported thirty-four indictments
against various officials charged with
brauds in connection with bridge con-
ttacts, in which Allen county has
teen robbed, of thousands .91 &Oath
Only as, /Aniu. ty at a Time.
'Piegmus—I'm glad it is gcsod form
ttlyt to weer a watch with a dress
suit.
nisninkea--Why?
Pggitueseelleconee I never have
both at-, the same time,—American
Spectator. . ,
.
ehr -„,„husesuesposposi;monammio stimminitionna
Terre Haute, Ind., May ell.—The
city council tonight decided to com-
mence impeachment proceedings
against Mayor Edwin J. Pridiman for
alleged misconduct lit office. The
council charges that "said Bidiman
neglected and refused to cause to be
executed or enfooced an ordinance of
the city entitled an order concerning
the enforcement of the law, and is
maintaining a board of public safety
and a superintendent .of police who
have willftilly failed ety enforce the
law.:"
Gas Company Enjoined.
New York ay eff—Penslinff the
order (4 Untie States Judge La-
combe restrain/fig the attorney gen-
eral, the district attorney and the
state gas commission from enforcing
the no-cem gas law 'until the hearing
set for June 4 upon its constitution-
ality, Justice Bishoff issued., yester-
day' iv/temporary order restraining
the gas company from taking the
, meter from the house of A. R. Gloss-
ma n, who had refused to pay the $t
rate.
pRINTING 
THAT PLEASES
Phones:
.:11. 2 0
LD-
202-R
e 
KENTUCKY PRINTING
,COMIANY
121 S 4tlf St.
4,4444•4444.44,11-1-4-1-1-4-10
Back otevery Policy of
THE MUTUAL LIFE
of New York stands
The First Aisrips Life le-
^swami kilo Cam that
HAS EARNED MORE
fbr Policy-holders
HAS PAID MORE
to Policy-holders
AND HOLDS MORE
for Policy-holders
Than any other Cow In the
..„Ww11,..
ad...1111.01•MIIM,
SPECTACLES
EYE GLASSES
Properly 1 Bold Filled
Fitted $2.50
and Solid Bold
$
Adjusted $5.00 i
EYES TESTED FREE
• By Expert, Graduate Optician
Satisfaction Guaranteed
J. L. WOLFF,
JEWELER & OPTICIAN
327 Broadway.
Excursion:
St, Lo_gii_  an& Tenneaset_Biv_et Pack-
et company—the; cheapest and best
excursion rot of Paducah.
e 0 nil For the Round Trip to
OU. UU Tennessee river & retvra
••••11116ma•••
It it a trip of pleasure, comfoet
and rest; god ,service,.;good table
good rooms. etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at $ p. m.
For other information .apply to Jas.
Koger, superintendent Frank
Brown, agent.
akire This.
6 photographs te cents.
6 photographs 35 cents,
And all sizes.
Give us a trial—good work
Up-to-date Photo Co.
2264 Broadway, Cor, Third
•
N•••'7,'S'' 'Mt
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TWEREINNINGS NOIrEN CASE'
POSTPONEDREQUIRED FOR PADUCAEL TO
WIN AND TAKE FIRST
BLACE.
Nippert Threw Ball at Um** and
Was Benched-Cairo Heads
Seciond Division.
How They Stand.
W L Per.
Paducah 
 
 
16 to .616
Vincennes 
 15 2•1 .577
Danville 
 
.14 12 .538
Cairo 
 
13 13 .500
. Jacksonville, , 
 
• .tt , 13
Mattoon 
 
 
 7 r
Results Yesterday.1
4
4(
itnessesoleing Absent,
ActIdn'tontinted
• 'til Today 
.,t.
WOMEN WERE PUT UNDER EIOND
THE WINSTEAD msDrcINE
COMPANY.' IN4cREABS.:9AP-
ITALIZATION TO 05016
468 000 FROM Stocie-;-.292
Paducah, 6; Vincennes, 5.
Danville, 7; Jackson-Ale, 2.
Mattoon, 8; Cairo,
Sunday's Scores.
Cairo. 4; Mattoon, 3.
Rads:call, 4; Vinoennes, 1.
Jacksonville, 4; Danville,
----e t:
Vincent**, Ind., Miiii 28.-F 1%
won again today. ivy' fast twelve in-
- nine gtente.A 
.
Nippert was hesed.*4 in the seeopd
iresing for ithrowing the ball. et 'the
-unwire. . . , . i
; Dumb runfilng and 41Itrid er-
rors lost gewie for Virden!.
'1 . ...• ,,',4
' AM- I N 2 3 4 5 6 7 $9 to st 12
'Ped„. At 0 o 0 I.* 0 0 b e 3
'Nhti. .:Iirkt 0,001000 2
• .1‘.?4,* 1 " It If E
Padescag' 
 
sie ne 2
*Vineetergii.A.Q.". ..., ;s. 5 3
4OttenAlilifoele . Nippert ad
'Downing.; tvp i t 1 e y and Matteson.
..11#.4fr; 6; Cairo, 6.
Ida tilay J8.
-Today's
game resulted as follows:
At is die 
 
R H E
.2irettoors 8 13 6
°lam  6 6 3Batteresaajoicerst %and Chinell;
.Morganrldilbriithesn and Wolfe.
-Pee
Jacksonville, 4. ,
Ill, May Art-lien-
-rise won ease to Wday by fiels
flood Pi and stow' work 'brae
-visitor's utfield.
R HeE
 713$
k • • • 2 4 2
elby and. Quierser;
•
I I
Batt
.i!areSeS
.."1/
•
Juvenile Game.
The Barge were deieated iy
IP WiNyrti Some in a long and
rageek rilletrefing contest, by a score
vi le le :5
PATIILIIY HURT ON DIAMOND
- -
Normal Student at Kalamazoo. Mich.
South by Thrown Ball.
Kaiamazoo, Mich., May a8.-Lynn
; Deal of William., Mich el., es struck
on the right temple viii a ball to-
day and is fatally injltred. Deal is
a aenior at the normal here and cap-
tain (it the fuse hail teen.
'Airmen.
vAtuateur Killed in Teal's.
114,uqrt(in. Tex.. May 28.-While
gape talajag pert in a amateur  'of
base bell yestenky Stitch Wi noski,
aged 2n, was struck by a Rico ft ball
and after nerovering the ball anti•
throwing -it to a baseman, fell deal.
41 BOLT !LAYS AT BALL GAME.
Five Persons Are killed and Many
Injured vbightning.
Mobile, Ala., 2K-Ducing a
hall game in an open field three miles
from Ills city Sunday aftt6ernision a
thenderstorm (i1T tip acc,eripanied
try vivid lightning which struck in
the tnidst of the crowd of spectators,
instantly Ming five and injuring
some toventyafive more or leas ser-iously.
ANOTHER BASE BALL VICTIM
Ka_nikel_rau......isayis_Striwie- -
Heart and Killed.
Reines City. Mo., May 28.--Iflow-
N4ewtent, aged 17 years, was
seruck over the heart by a pitched
hall and killed while playing base
bell in *pie city Sunday. After be-
ing struck Newton dropped hia hat,
Cars tO Arst-Istse and I dead. Jef-on Wise,, die pitcher whip Varese2 bet, Waii:Airsested, but was 001
,dttLined at the lichee station after
hie statenseitr of the accident was
daresorsId.
'w.st End Residence Lots.
TAW lots' too feet front, shade
areetti,' "fine neighborhood. South
o West fouler of Jefferson aed Twen-
ty-first street., Solh.lobs fur ST,500-yftif caste. . .
Whittemore Real Estate Agency
f'reternitY Bdilditsg. Both 'oethorrei
83S.
After Over Thirty Years of Married
Life F. M. Stevenson Files Suit
fear Divorce Against Wife.
Yesteeday in the coert of Justice
Charles Erner) there was called the
waeraet charting J. 44A,',Nolen, of
Seventeenth and Tentseislee streets
with striking B. F. Gourd, is the
(+auk ouf . an argument they had
aboth Nolen accusing Willie
Schmidtt withv stealing his $275.
Wins the case was called by the
justiok tide winsome% Tate Gour-
ieunandr:Gourd, did not show up, and
the naegiserete issued ice them an
armament velvidh eon served by
Correia/de A. C. Shetion, compelling
*heir attendance at •Itejo O'clock
thie morning, to Which time the pro-
ceeding was continued.
Woman Fined.
Nice Ilerrdrick and Mrs. Horton of
ldechatrieoburg reside in adjoining
houses; they had a controversy re-
gardSng some chickens, with the re-
melt that Niles. Hendrick was war-
ranted. justice Ornery fined her $1
and cores, remitted the cons, and
told Mrs. Hendrick she need not pay
the dollar fine until is was saint for.
Both women were then put under
$loo bond to keep the peace towards
each other for a period of twelve
months.
Increased Capitalization.
Yeelderdey in the county clerk's of-
fice there was lodged documents
Vhciwing that The Winstead Medi-
-eine company has increased its capi-
tal stock from $rocaocc to $150,000.
Property Sold.
Land lying out on the Paducah
and Benton road Ins been sold by
The N.. C. & St. L., riailroa,d to John
Lsedeelcer and Frank Howekaimp for
$t and other considerations. The
deed wag filed for record yesterday
with die coriaty clerk.
Property at Meyer and Mill streets
has been sok, by William A. Camp-
bell for $t and other considerations.
Notary
Minnie Moore filed her commis-
sion as a notary public, and qualified
ti perform the daisies of the office.
---
Licanaed to Marry.
J. E. Rudolph, aged 45 and alyetic
Bagwell, aged 24, were granted a
license to marry.. They are of the
country, and the marriage the second
for groom and first for brat ‘.
Ford Case Heard.
'Justice Emery yesteraay heard the
evidence in the case charging Janie
Ford of Mechanicsburg with abusing
his wifk, with whoin he does not re-
side, they having separated. The
magistrate heat the p nig open
as County Attorney n parkley
wants to quote some 'Yew the
question before the court,. decides.
Ford and wife were put under $loo
bond to keep the peacu for twelve
months, and not bother each other.
. Resume Court Tomottew.
Judge W. M. Reed and Ansa John
K. Hendrick will return this ovening
from Dawson Springs, and tomor-
row morning ith•c
his civil oourt ,which he Other!
last Thursday, in order tio take a few
days' rest at the springs.
After Thirty Yates.
After over thirty yearn F. M. Stev-
, sneer and RothStevenOn tile wife
lad married life inosrpriBible, and
now the husband files salt ifpr divorce
against his wife on the grrnind that
she abandoned him May tfith, of this
year. They marrielliVartgiit 1874.
Magisterial Tribunal.
Jeetire John J. Bleich started his
Tro39641). Alm of c etourt ye ed-ay
with many
1
•
Hog Tried.
Yesterday in the court of. Justice
Gholeen, in the tenthly, iAlvis Wil-
hi.. was arranged on the charge
of penuntting his bogs to can at
large 4as the counbry, roads. A juryPrediryterian Pulpit. • • tiled the litigation anal dismissed theSunday evening Rev. W. h. Pink- taccused. •,This was about the firsterton preached at the-First Freihy- este corning up since the, law Wasterian church for Dr., W. E. Care. adopted which prevents anyone fromHe filled the First' Christie* church letting stock cif any nature ramble at4 pulpit that morning. npoa the proSlic highways.
•
EXAMINATIONS
ARE OUTLINED
SUPERINTENDENT LIEU AND
PRINCIPALS HELD
MEETING.
They bid Not Finish With the
Seventh and Eighth Grades, or
the High School.
•
evening Supt. Lieb and the
p4aretpals of the different sthool
btuldings of thg city, held a meeting
at the former's office in the Wash-
ington building, and partially outlined
studies the pupils would be examined
each morning and afternoon of next
week. They did not finish the work,
deciding only on the time for the
Scholars from the first to sixth
grades inclusive. Today they will
meet again to finish for the seventh
and eighth grades, while different
arrangements have to be effected 'for
the high school, where the teachers
do departmental work, and all the
students could not be examined in
the one single study at a specified
hour.
(By their decision. of last evening
the scholars from the first to sixth
will be examined in the followingbooks, the morning and afternoon de-
signated:
Monday morning
-Mathematics.
Monday afternoon-Geography and
writing.
Tusiday morning-Language.
Tuesday afternoon-Drawing and
music.
Wednesday morning-Reading and
spelling.
Wednesday afternoon-History and
physiology.
In the high school the superin-
tendent and principals will arrange
things so thet all the teachers willhave some papers to look over after
the single day's examinations, and inthis way prevent accummulation of
such a large lot of papers the edu-
cators could not get through withby time the schools close the middle
of next week.
Each night every teacher takes the.papers giving the pupils' answers forthat respective days' examination in
a certain study, and goes over the.documents to see how many ques-tions were proper4yeattweered. Thepercentage wade Alf! this „especial
study is then jotted clown, and the
next night the ensuing day exarnina-
inon papers gone over. When all
udist es have been eexamined thepercentage of the respective subjects
,s combined, and the general aver-
age thereby reached.
FOUR HOUSES DESTROYED,
Captain John Slaughter Painfully
Cut by Accidental Blow.
Sunday evening about 8:3o o'clockfire was diecovered in the house of
Henrietta Thomas, 1335 North Sixth
street, and with the high wind theblaze was quickly farmed. into mam-
moth size, and leaping to adjoining
residences until four all told weredeatroyed. The fire departments re-
ceived the telephone message Mimi
the fire was on South Sixth. This
throat ult apparatus and by flyr time
they arrived the fire 'Was so great,
they devote their time to preventing
it from deeteoying adjoining houses.
The houses destroyed', loss and in-
surance is given below:
1335 North Sixth, occupied by
Henrietta Thprnas who owned it.loss on house and furnishings com-bined, $i ,Soo. inearance $a2oo.
No. 612 Flournoy street, occupied
by Roxie Wilson and owned by Eli
and Frank Boone, combined loss on
furnishingne and house. Silo°. boast
insured for $300.
No. 618 Flournoy street. occupied
by Ann Clancy. owned by Boone
, otter in-
sured for $300. Part of the furnish-
ings saved.
624 Flournoy 511;eeet, occupied by
Birdie Allen, toes /i600. Most of the
furnishings were saved. Mrs.. Helen
Hecht owns the house that was in- thissurest for $300.
Captain Jake Elliott while chop-
ping a joist under the floor niehlk a
false blow and atreek Capt. Slaugh-
ter on the heard. cutting ,gasit four
trachoma long. •The rierary fke fighter
Caine down them clad the injury
drerteeff, and eeturning, ,helped 4ron-
tinue the fight.
Mission Revival's.
Rev. T. J. Owen continues p.
ing to large crowds each itfitr
arid evening at tte Methodita
on Cauffittie avenue, where la tif 'bight
he aPolti on. "Vhe Ten Virgins." He
had - seven- --cortneteions and • two
Antech adliticine • laioe ,The
new member% aic4uired to date4 are
twenity-thvee. and the good work
continues indefinitely.
Stinday Rev Wise etateleelsie revival
at the Methodist there& in Little-
ahel is being bratid by good-
Piaui crowd'.
ROUGH TIMES
,ON THE WATER
Messrs Bryant, Whitiner
and Metcalfe Over-
turned in Midstream
CAME VERY NEAR DROWNING
ANOTHER CROWD CAME TO
ISLAND UNDER HAIR RAIS-
ING CIRCUMSTANCES, AND
DISEMBARKED.
Miss Carolire Ham Came Near
Drowning Over at the Illinois
Lakes Saturday Af-
terrloog.
Messrs. Zack Bryant, Samuel, Whit-
tier and Thomas Wallace were in-
'deed happy yesterday morning on
reaching Paducah safely after a very'
strenuous fifteen hours in Illinois
and on the Ohio river. They Were
clumped into midstream during the
strong gale that sent white-caps
flurrying over them while floundering
around, and all considering them-
selves lucky that they were not sent
to a watery grave.
Mir. Bryant is the well known
young clothier at Wallerstein's, while
the two others are machinists at the
Illinois Central railroad shops. The
trio went across the river Sunday
morning at 4 o'clock to fish in the
lakes. They had their frail skiff
along with them, and Sueday. even-
ing on starting to return bere,Ifotind
the waves rolling fifteen fagtthigh,
and dared not brace the watery
elements in their light row-boat
in the mighty Ohio. The only re-
sort was to spend the night , there,
so they curled up in a barn aid got
what sleep possible, nearly irtezing
on account of the sudden cold and
high winds.
Yesterday morging aboqt 6:30
o'clock the wind was still blowing
very hard, but they thought, they
would try the river anyhow; so,
launching their little boat, they start-
ed across. They fought the waves
bravely and were coming along well
under the. circumstances, but about
the time they reached midstream the.,
gale stiffened and blew dangerously.
The waves rushed over their boat anl
they expected to be swamped every
minute, but manfully pulled forward,
hoping to reach the island. Sudden-
ly a wave looking like a mountain
dashed towards them and over went
the men in the water, while the
skiff "turned turtle." Realizing they
would need their minnow buckets to
bale out the skiff wheh it overturned,
they grabbed the buckets and swung
to them with one hand, while with
the reher they escaped drowning by
clinging tenaciously to the sinking
boat. The three worked hard and
Wcre helped by anAther wave that
terned the skiff eight side up. but
halt filled with water. They balanced
the craft the best possibble, and
clambering back in, baled it out and
then pulled back for the Illinois shore
is hich they ireached safely, but sm.
being againetal times came near
thrown ote
They wete freezing in their soaked
clothing, but built fires,. which
warmed them Then, abandoning
their skiff, they walked to Brookport
where they took the I. C. transfer-
boat and were brought on home,
thankful for there deliverance. They(amid not come over on the ferryboat
as that craft is laying‘ up for repairs.
Fared Better
Mr. R. Y. Aycock and wife had
been over to the lakes fishing, and
yesterday morning early braved the
elements, arriving on this side safely,
but t o oughlir drenched
 May-
a boat with air-tight compartments
at each end to prevent overturning,
and although the waves washed over
them constantly, they kept their seats
in the bottom of the half filled boat,
and finally by sarong pulling reached
side.
Quartette's Hard Time.
A gueetette of young men, who ha
spent Sunday at the lakes, tried to
coyote back yesterday, but found
sontaeone had stolen their,
 skiff left
at the river bank • over-night. An-
other par(y took 'them in, but after
about a hundreale white- cape had
rolled over the frail craft,',the gear-
tette got the other, to let them out
at the Oweg,dslanal ,in middle of the
stream, where they secure4
heavier skiff and cube on home.
Lady's Narrow Escape.
Miss Caroline Ham, of Notth
Sixth street, had a narrow eseepe
from drowning SaturdaY over it: the
lakes where she had gone fishing with
a party of pleasure seekers. Thc
sill had landed it the bank in, the
lake She Was preparing to get on',
vvlicti the wobblinA affair caeised her'
to lose balance, and she pitched outin ten feet of water. Dr. Hatgg, thedruggist, was in the crowd, andbravely.•leaping in saved the young
woman who had gone down twice,
and waS going the third and fataltime when caught by the gentleman
and brought to bank.
CHARGED WITH
SHORTAGE OF $io,000
President of Former National Bank
at Ensley, Ala., Arrested-End-
less Chain System Alleged.
B.riningham, Ala., :lay 28.--Gor-don Dubose, president of the First
National Bank of Easley, Ala., wh;ch
recently merged with the Bank of
Ensley, was arrested here today by
Deputy United States Marshal H. F.
Ashley, on a charge of having em-
bezzled '$40,000 "Ortlie- banles money.
The arrest was made on a warrant
sworn out by H. F. Cooper, national
hank examiner, who has been wing
over the bank's books for a week
or more past. Dubose waived pre-liminary examination before United
States Commissioner S B. Watts and
was placed under a bond of $2o,000.
Recorded Frisco Dead
Now Number sae.San Franciseo, May 2g.-According
to records to date in the coroner's
office, the death list from fire and
earthquake is now 402.
The last name added to those who
forfeited theif lives in the disaster isthat of Fred F. Stanley, a letter car-.
tr.
NOTICE.
trit of new subscribers added by
the mast Tennessee Telephone com-
pany 46day;
363-r plester, J. M. W., Attorney,5o21/3 SO h Seventh.
2665 Petwins, Lem, Res., 908 Brun-
son avenue.
2582 Ferry;-J. 0., Res, 717 South
Eleventh. 't
2216 Luft, J. F., Res., 802 Broad-
way.
2664 Glass, Sammie, Re-s., 3o8 Sout1-
Ninth.
Like other commodities telephone
service should be paid for accolkling
to its worth and value.
We have in the city
subscribers or five times as many as
the Independent Co.; ouside of the
eity and within the county we have
63 times as many subscribers as the
Indeplendent Co. Yet we will place
a telephone in your residence at the
same rate the Independent Co. is
supposed to charge and provide in
addition, long distance facilities
which will enable you in reach fifty
million people from your home.
Call 300 for further information
over 3,000
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE
CO M PAirtr.
--7117141,.."14,14,1 FrAgillir
for the sweet girl graduate and for!all occasions watches, rings, lockets,chains, hatpins, bracelets, shirt waistset, collar pins, also silver Roveltiesof all discriptions.
REPAIRING A SPECIALTY
We handle all the finest and daint-est articles with the utmcst care,and make repairs that are absolutely
satisfactory.
J. L. WANNER
Jeweler
428 Broadway.PHONE 772-A.
PAI3ST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
Sold at
Gray's Buffet
Palmer. Hou,e Bar,
L. A. Lagornarsino.
Our Pure Fruit
LEMON, ORANGE, CHERRY
Phosphates
ARE GOOD OUR
Ice Cream
WITH CIZEISHED - STRAW-
BERRY, PEACH, PINEAPPLE or
CHERRY„ IS BETTER.
HAYES
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY.
TEL. 7.!e.
The Eciisonia 10c.
Electric Theatre
426 BROADWAY.
High class Moving Pictures andIllustrated Sngs, by Miss Zuia FayFoe.
Evenings at 8 and 9:30. Matinees.Wed. and Sat.
Entire change of program weekly.
Loeb & Malone, Props.
eir
F irst-Class
Watch Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable.
I ii Bleich,
224 Broadway PADUCAH, BY.
••••••
STOREWA4FIT'ATP.ESRA
 
 
.Mevatltdj56raadny
WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUES IN WALLPA-PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN OFFERED.IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE HAVE TOOFFER YOU.
,1••11•••.•1•ILIZ.
ma imp • OA. lb. ale 111111111110
anZateltenrt1121==r21121
ho, . 'as few days Wallpa-
per that is usually sold elsewhere
Rt ae cents per roll, we will sell for
re; per roll.
..Paper usually sold at toe we will
sell for Sc.
....Paper usually sold at k we will
sell at 5c.
We carry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and build-ing papers, canvass and tacks.
,14.1kiediatA
THE PANAMA 'CANAL' NON-VOTERS ARE MANY. KANSAS WHEAT BELT NATIONALITY ESTABLISHED3 '41111111111/1111111WISENINNISINININIIISIN
NAVIGATION OF THE PROPOSED
ISTHMIAN WATERWAY.
.Some Interesting Particulars of Its
Construction and Probable
Length of Time It
Will Teke.
To make it poesible to pass a stile
'from ocean to ocean, even by a high-
'el design, will require from six tc
e.eht ears, and by one at sea level
ten years, though possibly 12. Which
of the two types, all things considered
la the better is a question requirinp
great thought for the proper Pnswer
writes William Earcay Pateoes, in
Century. On the one hand, there art
required a greatly increased iovest
-eat 'oL capital and some delay in time
al.hough the latter in the life of suet
E n enUfPf!C1h probably
amount. The deciding factor wit
probably be the practical usefulnem
of the type when completed. No mat
ter what the design, the canal canno
be navigated its entire length by largi
eteareers with the freedom tha
they pass up and flown a broil(
river. It is contemplated tha
the width of the canal at thi
bottom shall be about 150 fee:
giving a width on the surface of frets
'200 to 350 feet, cocorchng to the fiat
nees of the side slopes, dependent oi
the varying local el.eracter of the roe.)
or eerth through ohl-h the canal wd
be dug. As large modern steamen
have a beam of 75 feet. it ts,obvioe
that two such vessels cannot pass a
-other in the regular channel. .
On arriving at either terminus tie
ship will report to the harbor mann.
/or a 'permit to pars, and, if she b.
sailing vessel, for a tug to take he:
through. After an inspection, thetak
lag on ot coal. supplies and a pilot. are
being measured for and paying tol
-charges, the vessel will then receive al
-order entitling her to proceed. Thit
order will be like a train order on 1
aingleorack railway, giving authorits
to go to a certain point, and there
-either to meet ant Imes a ship comiep
from the other end or to draw to OM
aide and permit the ctlacr ahip to pass
or to get other orders to prozeed fur
then The paring o zhipe will be ar
ranged by constre-eng "sidiees:" that
is, widenings of the chaenel Intl
whiale a vessel can draw and moos t
ter:stets of piles. When the passing it
made the vessel then advances to tie-
next slditile where a vessel Is eel:Per:tett
all of which will be contro,led by tele-
graphic orders from a central dia.
pitcher's office, where there will be
chart showing ihe exact position o,
any ship at any time, corrected in
stoutly by advices received from the
total stations. Along the banks then
will be et:no:pee-re s:enais (icy and
lights by night, indicating the positton
at obstructions or vessel' ahead, so as
to prevent collisions.
On arriving at a lock the steamer
:trill find a structure similar in prIncl-
ople to the small canal locks with
which the reader is familiar, but vast-
ly larger. These locks will have a
length of about 1,000 feet and a width
in the clear of 100 feet, in older to ac-
commodate not only the steamers Sde
feet long now building, but to allow
Tor such increase in size as may be
realised. The gates closing the locks
at the down-stream end will have a
height equal to the depth of tie canal
the height to -lift, and, say, ten feet of
surplus, or a total of 75 to perhaps 100
feet, according to conditions—dimen
:dons far In excess of those of any
other lock gates in the world.. As soon
an the lock Is entered and the ship
made fast so that It cannot be movee
about by the in or outrushing water,
and yet may rise or fall with the
change of level, the great gates behind
her will be closed . d water admitted
Into the lock from 'the higher level or
drawn off into the lower as the vensel
is ascending or descending. When
the new level is reached the onset
.gates are opened, anti once more the
vessel continues her journey between
banks crowded to the water's edge with
the wild tangle of a tropical jungle cm
the long-leafed banana trees set out in
regular rows in plantations. On arriv-
ing at the far terminus the pilot is
dropped and the vessel disappears al
sea.
American Bank in Japan.
An American bank in Japan, as a
-profitable enterprise and a great aid tc
the American manufacturer, Is a Rug.
melon from C. A. Francis of the
Higher Technical school of Tokio, who
Wetly Japaneae manufacturing condi-
tions and needs. One Tokio shop em
ployIng fro:n 16 to 10 workmen make,
by hand a sewing machine which is
claimed to be better than a famous
American product of which it is a
copy. It is sold for nine yen, while a
poor quality of the American machine
costs from 40 to 60 yea. How shall
Uncle Sam's agents demonstrate that
their companies make certain machine
tools which do this -or :t cheaper than
they are now doing it and that at-
morn capital will be needed in the in-
tailing of the plan?
Army Kitchens.
Traveling kitchens. which have
long been in use in the Russian army
and which did mush to increase the
comfort of the soldiers during the long
battles of the recent war, are now be-
fog tried in the French maneuvers
with a view to their introduction 'tete
-the French army.
Canadian Horses in China.
It is found that horse' trorn OM!,
adAircome acclimated in China nier. s
y than those which are import
from Australia, and they seem UP
r
mere Natural* to the Bova
ank so Wall
"Idiots and ',waists" Are Barred in
Blori la—Other Odd
Vrovisions.
Erery one cf the 45 states has a
different law 1..; to voting, and the pro-
visions of these election laws operate
to exclude front the suffrage in one
state those wl:o - retain It in another.
Thus, Floride excludes "idiots and
duellists." the two classes being ap-
parently inclu 'ad s one.
New HamprOire excludes paupers,
defining them as those who are re-
lieved from paying tazes at their own
request. Rhode Island groups paupers
and Innatko together. Washington
excludes Indlarl. but not Chinamen;
Oregon excludes Chinamen, but not In-
dians. Mains includes "Indians and
paupers" in one category, and Niche
gar. includes le liens and duellists.
Texas has a e oeeping provision. It
bed tides "idlot,-. paupers, lunette*.
United States soldiers, seamen and
marines." The purpose of this prce-t-
sion is to pre. -at soldiers of army
posts in Texas --ern voting there if
they hall fro^ er states, and la
not a remindei „. ..he reconstruction
period, for Indiana and Ohio have the
same provision of law.
California excludes idiots, Chinese,
the insane, and thee-, found guilty of
felcny, making no dt.tinction between,
the four classes. Idaho excludes big-
amists and polygamists, but Utah has
no such provision. South Dakota ex-
cludes those convicted of treason, and
North Dakota has a like provision,
though prosecutious for treason in
these two states are practically un-
known. Mississippi groups together
in the excluded clam "persons who
haw) not paid their taxes and big-
am n lets."
Michigan excludes the "seconds" at
duels and Minnesota Indians "lacking
customs of civilization." Tennessee
raises no qualifications as to sanity
and Wisconsin exclueee those who bet
Me elections in that state.
INNOVATION IN COSMETICS
Cream of Golden-Brown Used to
Lend the Appearance of
Sunburn.
-it Is a new idea," said the per
turner. "I began it by way of a joke.
It is selling like hot cakes."
He rbbed a little of the odd cream
011 th back of his hand, and lo, hIs
white,' soft hand was as brown as a
"We have become such an out-of.
door people," he said, "that a fine gold.
brown sunburn is more highly prized
by us than the most delicate rose and
Illy bloom.
"With this idea in mind, I experi-
mented till I found a harmless cream
that would give the effect perfectly of
a gold-brow-n stinbuns„ and that would
disappear gradually. In a week or tire,
U real sunburn does.
'1 put this cream on the market
From the start it sold tremendously.
Men and women alike bey it. And it
Is bought not only by the clerk or
stenographer, who never gets out in
the sun, but often by the rich idler.
whose life is altogether an meen-eir
one, since the latter very frequently
sunburns in an ugly way—an inflamed,
scarlet skin, blisters, peeling—and my
preparation changes all that, glottis
him the only sunburn that is worth
While, the eold4wowa one.
'Where I wee eas jar of skin bleach
I sell two of this gold-brown sunhats
cream "
ASHAMED OF THEIR HABIT
Clay -Eaters of North Carolina Haire
Acquired a riotous
Taste
The elay-eaters are hardy, but pals
The clay Is • deep yellow, with s
smooth, sweet taste, something like
low jaeflt molasses can d y."
The *Monologist had just retuned
from North Carollete whore he had bees
swaying the famous colony of clay-
eaters.
"They are all of English descent." be
continued, "spd they talk with
marked English accent They are a lito
tie ashamed of their habit. They deo
It at first to strangers. But this slims
▪ on disappears.
"The clay is eaten raw, cut into round
cakes. Sometimes it is breaded, and
served with molasses or maple sirup
Sometimes, again, it is mixed with
sweet potatoes In a pudding.
"I tried it The taste was sickening
to me. I eould no more have eaten the
loathsome stuff than I could have eaten
g robtreb.
"The clay is found near the mineral
streams. They ate it first from humps,
due to crop failures. But they eat it sow
as the Chinese eat opium, because they
have formed a vicious taste for it."
REGION IN WHIC./1 ARE XAIUY
HOMES OF CULTURE.
rite Snly Real Work of the Year Is
During the Harvest Season—
Farmers Generally Are
Students.
There are homes on the wheat
ranches where culture reigns. Books,
pictures, music, pianos and newspa-
pers keep the inhabitants in touch
with the best things of life, says Oie
Kansas City Star. The onerous toil of
the wheat harvest is mostly imagin-
ary. The only real work of the year is
during the week of harvest Turning
the soil with a riding plow is not hard,
as farm work goes. Planting the wheat
a ith a drill is easy. Waiting for it
to grow is not such degrAdipir labor.
Men who raise three crops at alfalfa
a year work harder all summer than
do the wheat harvesters. The harvest
bands are softened, weakened products
of enervating city life, and that is why
the work seems hard. The harvest
season is a godsend to theist men. The
cutlet to the country for a season of
eecreating toil soothes the nerves of a
fermenting element the city breeds
and harbors.
The farmers of the wheat belt, on
the whole, seem to be about the hap-
Oest agriculturists to be found. The
tepid growth of the western counties
into the gigantic wheat-producing sec-
tion that it now is has offered ample
opportunity for all the farmers of
managing ability to build up moder-
ate fortunes and acquire large tract*
ot land. These they have adorned
eith splendid homes, orchards and
shade trees, and have stocked with
fine cattle and good breeds of all do-
mestic stock. The wheat belt is also
"the greatest grass land on the
earth." That is, native grass grows
there in profusion, and it makes the
best grazing of any grass crop. All
these things have enabled the progres-
sive farmers to surround themselves
with everything that goes to make
rural life delightful.
These wide-awake farmers are stu-
dents of everything that comes into
their lives. At a glance they can tell
ottich of two steers will gain a pound
the quicker and on a given ration, and
this same faculty makes them judges
of human character as well. They
enow what kind of men they are deal-
ing with and treat them accordingly.
Many a man who came to the harvest
like a tramp, a man used to a cul-
tured home, but fallen from grace and
"down on his luck," has been singled
out by the farmer or his wife as one
It for better things. Such a maa Se
treated as one of the family. His
story is learned If he wishes to tell it
When the harvest is over he Is given
steady work. The bond that throws
people together of an equal plane of
thought becomes established.
Cases of this 'kind can be related in
every hoesehold in the wheat bete
Said one farmer's wife--she traced be
ancestry to Ethan Allen and other
historic names of colonial days and
was herself a college graduate: One
of the most interesting things of the
harvest is studying the character of
the men. Last year a young man
worked for us who, we readily saw,
was of good breeding and came from
a respectable home. His hand. go:
pore in the harvest and I dressed it
and doctored him the best I could. It
got worse, and one day I asked him
what was the matter with it He said:
'The blood does not circulate In it'
Then be rolled up his sleeve and
showed a sear that was frbibtful. He
had been In some scrape AA had re-
ceived • ha41 cut, which had been
sewed tip by a surgeon. His hand got
well and he worked for us nearly a
year. One time he was sick for sev-
eral weeks and I said to him: 'John,
why don't you write to your folks? I
know that you have a home and that
sour parents are worrying about you.'
He took my advice and wrote two let-
ters. Awhile later he said to us: 'I'm
Poing to leave you. I will eat dinner
'with my folks to-morrow In Golden
Col.' Well dressed and feeling good
'with $250 in his pocket, he bade us
good-by. We soon received a lette•
from his mother, thanking us for what
we had done for her son."
When the men who have accumu-
lated much land in the wheat country
die and divide their holdings, the land
will he in smaller traces and so thick'
ly settled that the local market wel
supply nit the labor tippled in the ea--
----The4---w4H-osseels h. ea4-.01.-thoenvie
su:. err migration.
For Charity.
He—Was your charity entertainment
Successful!
She—Splendid. We had a royal time,
all our pictures in the pap e a, and
everybody said we did just lovely. We
took in $2,000, too.
"Then I suppose you cleared quite a
etc* sum for the hospital."
exactly. You see, the ex-
penses were very heavy and after the
costumes and the carriage hire, and
the flowers and the banquet to the per.
formers were all paid for, it left only
about $60 for the hospital. But every-
body said it was a big success."—Bal
Limon) American.
Between the Eyes.
"It will be soon enough, Miss Ovate
pie, If I return this book the next time
eaft, woel it?"
"Why, certainly, Mr. reathertop,
Therese", no hurry about it, Any, time
witiletn the itextrnix Menthe will da.",-
Chleange
"Him" Was No Dago Because He Mad
Some Uncles Who Wert
Swimmers' Cramp..
In drowniag accidents whag. exnerl
swimmerti suddenly loss all esigrol of
their powers, the tom] explanntlon of
crampe is beginntne to he looked upon
es insufficient. It has been noticed
that persons having dieeape or the
'piddle ear, who have already sbovrn
eyrnptome of vertigo, are especially Its
1210 to Ruth actodents, and .as the
4611e1renlar Cantle are the organs 01
dIteetion, it ettggested that even a
alight hemorrhage in this delicate
structure from a blow by the waves
would result in utter belplesineae
Persona with earl not perfectly, sound
are therefore warned against swim
ming In rough water.
'loops,,,
There might be room for argument
over the proposition that the trade ot
profession makes the man; but in cer-
tain cases there shald be no doubt
about the relation of calling and ex-
traction, says- Youth's Companion.
A worker among the children of
New York's slums was endeavoring to
get together a slam of boys for the
singing teacher at her settlement
Happening upon a little boy hanging
about a corner fruit stand, the settle-
ment worker accosted him, and ex-
plaining about the clam m, asked hi' 1/
he would not like to loin. The child
grinned and seemed willing.
Then the lady espied =other boy,
Still smaller, whom she had not no-
ticed at first. Ifek.too, was hanging
&snit *sleek staid, std evidently
Woad wadi the other.
"Oh, and your little friend there,.
she said, pleasantly, "wouldn't he like
to come and sing, too r
The first child's coloring spoke in-
disputably of Italy, although his speech
smacked of the Bowery. The smaller
boy's hair was also dark. When no
reply came to her question, the lady
went on talking, trying to ingraUate
herself.
'Your friend is Italian, too?" she re
marked, interrogatively.
At this the 'Attie Italian stared hare
at the lady, then broke into ilueci
speech.
"Him," he exclaimed, pointing to the
smaller child, "him a dago?" Tiler
with a derisive laugh, "I guess niti
W'y, him's got three uncles wont
copal"
Carried with ton.
Joy Is a prize nnbotight, and o
freest. purest In its flow when it come
ng
.,
Unsought. No getti into heaven, at.
a place, will compass it.. You must
darry it with you, else It is not there.
You must have it in you, as the mush
of a well-oriered soql, the fire of a
'holy purpose, the welling Up tut of
he central depths of eternal aprires
Oiat hide the waters
Rushnell.
. - •
SHE OWNED A PIANO.
An Edison
Phonograph
Will bring 
_pleasure to your
home during the long stam-
mer evenings. They ate run-
ning now at oar store. Come
in and hear them. Then
you'll Want one. Big selec-
tion of fecords.
OINIMIN.••••••••
Warren & Warren
JEWELERS.
a
Why will you suffer!'
When
Dr. Dwight's
Rheumatic
Remedy.
Henry's
Headache
Powd6.-rs
Will be keenly appreciated
after a trial by people. who suf-
fer from headaches—severe or
mild, occasional or chronic.
They never fail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF:
Easing the pain in a very few
Minutes.
will cure that awful pain,
!Mae cured others, will cure you.
Call on us, or Phone 38 or 237 and
we will gladly tell Tatou about it
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.'
But Polemist= of It Did Not Weigh Seventh and Jackson St.
Against Her Chances Seventh and Clay St.
for Belief.
A little girl at a recent Christmas
entertainment in one of the college set
tiements talked grandly to visitors
about "our piano." Pieces played os
the piano to amuse the children evi
dently brought the subject to het
mind, relates the New York Sun.
One very practical wom-n who con
tributes much to the supnort of Ms
settlement heard the child's remarks
"It seems to me," siie said, nab')
censoriously to the head worker, "that
a child whose family owns a plane
isn't really suffering for need of help
There are plenty who are really 10
need. and I don't think it right U
exclude tbem In favor of one who
owns a piano."
Seeking out the child, the head
dworker gnestioro her closely.
"Did you say you had a piano at
your house?" &le aeket
"Yes, Indeed," responded the child,
cheerfully
"Is it years or your mother's?"
"It's mine; Santa Claus brought Ii
to me last year"
Light begirt to dawn on the settle
ment worker's brain
"And bow large is your piano—es
big as that!'" pouting to the upright
In the roost.
"Oh, De, mine is a teenty weente
aft of a cue, Just about so high," and
the little girl leaned down and D1,111
erred • distance of 11 or 16 inches
from the floor.
It turned out to be a child's piano,
presented by the settlement Use* a
year gervionsly.
TOWN SAVED BY FOREST.
There Have Been Inatancec Wherein
Planting of Trees Has Done
the Work.
Baby forests are some of Used,
Sam's pets. Successful forest planting
has been done for some time in Nehru-
ha. and now a new nursery is being
planted In California near Santa Bar-
bara. Seeds of trees suited to the en.
mats there will be grown and in about
two years the seedlings will be noir
to be transplanted to their permaneo•
locations. The upper water shed of
the Nolte Ynes river now is quite here
or sparsely covered with chaparrsi
This is the water shed which supplies
the town of Rants Barbara with water,
and it will be the first scene of attempt
at reforesting. Good forest growth Is
essential both to preserve the water
and to avoid the washing down of slit
If unchecked this would ruin the res-
ervoir. The enterprise is one phase et
the national endeavor to induce and to
oonserve the rainfall as well as to dis-
T u e resu hag water by tne irri-
gation work. Italian irrigation has
bean termed the most economical in
utilizing water supply, and the most
highly developed system of adminis-
trative control. Iedia's system is said
to illustrate examples of irrigation on,
the largeselmale, and America's yleIlla
the most rapid tistevlopmeut.
Buffalo in New York.
New York efty has in its zoological
garden a herd of 25 blame, survivors
of the herds that once trampled the
plains. Fifteen have been offered to
the United States government as a
gift. The plan is to put them in the
Wichita Forest re'-nrve. Simone do not
thrive ha a city perk, but the govern- Office Phone 369. Residence Phone 726
ment herds nearer to a wild state are
increasing. The American toffalo may
be saved from ext'inction, after all.
'Phone
'Phone
fan
35.
J. II. Oehischliew
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
'Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivera, is8
North Fifth, Bosh Phones 333.
Residence lost Way, tines. Phone t6ps
A. S. DABNEY
—DENTIST—
Truehart
S. P. POOL. L. O. STEPHENSON.
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO• 9
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS.
BOTH 'PHONES
NO. xi°
203-505 S. THIRD ST.
MY. inkb+IY446k 
+41&44•0•Fiii0#61010011/110.101MINMA
j E. COULSON',
...P
Steam and Hot Water Heating. ,
Phone 133. 52.4 Broadway.
INSURE WITH---
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
office; 306 Broadway Phones:Office 365—Residence 1696,
EDGAR W. 'WHITTEMORE.
.REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH Rleki: Eri.4 "rfe. 'WESTIN& rupyruare ?ARM SAN
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In the Crowded Car.
"There's one thing I notice about Mr
Sulfisch when he rides," said the
Abram L. Weil & Co.
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell 13lock.
esimmtmosme
i t
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCEhorsey gm, "he bounces upiand down
in his seat—"
"Huh!" interrupted the observant 
116 leraternity Buildidag
girl, "whenever I see 'him riding he Office Phone 484 Atett bounree down in his seat and
Residence Phone, 323hidee behind hiA bewspaper."—Phila.,
dellAlla Frog& — 
6WORK OF 'GLACIER. is A GRAND OLD RULER.
MT. TACOMA Itcal FIELD,/ *LADS
TO FURNISH LIGHT.
&Lave Become the Source of Electrical
Power That Is Furnished to
Cities a Htutdred Miles
Amity.
Among the great mountain peaks
the Pacific coast, that of Tacoma
perhaps best known, owing not only
its size, but to *he immense ice-cap
upon its summit, formed by the num-
ber of glaciers whi3h exist there.
It is not only A great mountain, says
the Technical World, but a beautiful
mountain, since the ice formation
glittering In the sunlight makes it vis-
ible for a distance ranging from 60
to 80 miles on a clear day, so that 1t
can he eistinctly seen In the cities of
Seattle ahd Tacoma.
While the peak is sometimes termed
Mt. Rainier, Tacoma, the title which
the Indians gave it, is a far more ap-
propriate name. for this peak, sines
"Tacoma" in a sense means nourish-
ment. The fields of ice and snow ex-
tending for miles upon Da slopes form
the bourse of several important rivers,
wlech not only immesh a wide area ot
farming country, but have recently
formed • moat important source of
power for the cities named, as well as
foie smaller 'towns in this section of
Washington. In fact, from the glacial
streams of Tacoma is already generat-
ed a very large quantity of electric
power, which is being utilized not only
for power but for heating and lighting
as well. To give an idea of the diversi-
ty of uses for .the current, It may be
stated that it ciperates the electric
railway systems in the cities of Seattle
and Tacoma, aggregatingg 168 miles of
trolley line, in addition to cable rail-
ways situated in the hilly portions of
these cities. Besides this service, how-
ever, current es furnished for one of
the most notable interurban electric
railways In the United States, that ex-
tending between Seattle and Tacoma,
where power ls secured from the third
rail in connestion with the multiple-
unit system. This in. is employed
not only for passenger service but foe
transporting freight and express ma-
terial, and ranks among the most com-
pletely equipped *Metric systems la
the world. The horse power required
for a number of the largest industries
in the city of Tacoma, including the
shope of the Northern Pacific railway
an the water wares pumping plant. Is
also obtained form this source; while
illumination for streets and built:11mM,
La both Seattle and Tacoma, depends
teem it to a oonsIderabibe extent. The
demand for power Is increasing so
rapidly that within a few years Mount
Tacoma will be sulusiyieg fully 50,000-
none power to the cities. mentioned.
While, se already dated, the glaciers
stied snow Beads of Monet Tacoma are
the source of several .1:operant rivers
/Leavening the WitteS0 portion of
`,1eashineton. the cream 'which gene-
:rate: the electric cumest,se present is
, the Puyallup, which paginates in two
• of the priacipal glaciate. .Owing to the
• distance of the stream from its source
• to the generating statical...a, bead of
• water is aesured which is • euoresuus.
• ccateldering, the -voiuese .uf oyster tell-
lud. Consequently the inatallation cff
machinery for generatiAut cnrrent. and
; the system for distributing it. present
unusually eteresting Imetures. The
plan adopted was to divest the river
from its natual bed, careteug the wa-
ter by means ef a flume ten miles on a
reservoir locelied on a high plateau,
and thence diseharging by means of
,steel pipes agalast wheels he the power
house, under a ,head of See .feel, the
stew wheels so ariveri teiug • direct-
°mewled to elettric generators, and
the electric power so produced heire
/transmitted at a ,pressure of 66.000
erolts,e18 miles to .kattle and .12 miles
to Taocma.
All water rights. and the necessary
'land altutting on the river, fuel Ciao
pain: of diversion to ,point of reture.
'were seeared, as wales, all land settee-
Mgr for sumo and ogler structures.
*.ad actual work of deseloptnent 0411/
.00eaffnillt .74.14;01 1,..141ro
Title ,of Prime Misilister.
Tbe title .of prime minister was am.
known tell the beginning of the eigh-
teenth eentery, aid the geollemen whe
first tilled tbe pesitioa ane were se
called objected to the title, •ellhich was
regarded is a sinister Impertation
if rom Francs, and as oonverbeg the
41260.13 bag of grated vizier, tic metleng
•despotic and unconatitutionah Vhllam
had nobody is hie cowbell` who
ailed be said to gorrupond Le our
wise minister, nor had Queen Alm*.
els= Swift was the grit writer to tes•
the Win, which he applied to Haag,
whc, however, had no power to appetite
his owl colleagues. The true forerun-
ner of tete modern reseed Balfounrellid
p. S.'s was Walpole.
What, Indeed?
•
Manager—Tour play is too tame.
The last act oveht to end with a snap.
Playwright—Doe:4n t the hork) marry
the heiress? Say e het do yoo me •
snap, 411)111 R ? oerelauti Ylos.a
POW.
..1.4.41.1 • AO)
Kaiser Frans Josef, Emperor of Anita
Wis. and King of Hun-
gary.
---
Quite apart from the foolish praise
lavished upon _monarchs for their
slightest acts, says Pearson's Maga-
zine, Kaiser Franz Josef, emperor of
Austria and king of Hungary, ruler of
a dozen states and 20 peoples speaking
as many languages, is one of the most
remarkable figures in the civilised
world to-day, by reason of his great
age, his severe and simple life, the
tragedies of his family, and, above
all, the wonderful way he holds to-
gether the warring factions within his
empire.
No other prince of the Hapsburg
house ever enjoyed such universal re-
spect and reverence, and whoever has
occasion to approach this "Grand Old
Man" among the monarchs of the
world is filled with enthusiasm for his
charm of manner, his democratic ap-
proachablenesa, his amazing frank-
uess and his sterling sense of justice.
This aged man, now nearly 75, works
ten hours a day and more at state and
military affairs, often contenting him-
with a "quick lunch" brought to
hitu at the desk in his study. Franz
Jobef to-day remains the same early
riser he was in the days of his youth,
and summer and winter rises from his
little iron bedstead at the early hour
of half-past four. His toilet—bath-
ing, shaving and ereleing—never
takes him longer than Iran an hour;
and as the emperor does not care for
civilian dress, he usually dons the
uniform of a colonel of one of his own
regiments. On his frequent shooting
expeditions, however, he wears the
coarse dress of Alpine Austria; and in
his study he appears in a short mili-
tary desk, with a peakiess soldier's
sap.
Every act of this remarkable old
mates life is conducted with military
precision. On the very stroke of five
his breakfast—a cup of coffee. some
cold meat, and rolls—is brought him;
before six he Is in his study.
A casual glance might lead one to
think this was a cozy sitting-room,
with its dainty pictures, framed photo-
graphs and charming furniture, but
the big writing table in the window,
the bookshelves and the litter of
newspaper cuttings on tables, chairs
and floor reveal the room's true pwr•
pose.
Just above the emperor's writioe
table hangs a portrait of his late con.
sort, Empress Elizabeth. who was
stabbed to the heart with • file by a
maniac anarchist in Geneva a few
years ago Alas/ this is but one of the
many dark tragedies that have over-
shadowed tie unfortunate house ol
flaPelierg la this study the emperor
works uninterruptedly until noon.
Bulky packet/ of papers and minis-
terial reports are read to him; and es
carefully does be spi through this work
that he frequently pounces upon coo
tradictious between clauses, which
have enttrely escaped those who ham
drafted the bin.
- —
W.T.APING INSULT ON INJURY
Neighborly Borrowing Nas 'ita
Drawbacks es Is If ereny
flown.
1-he Blanks. wise lived on the thirS
floor, had quarreled with the Duties
who lived = tte second. The un
fortunate affair had apparenUy melee
with the metre of numerous household
articles whera the thrifty Mrs Dash
had borrowsel tenet the es
going Mrs. Stank. The list. hoetoci
did not include a French drip coif..
pot and a silk umbrella, and Mrs. Blank
vowed she would not lower herself ta
ask even for her own property, relatts
the New Yoric World.
Blank, being a man's trasn, 'scst eta
the quarrel, tot Dub being more or less
henpecked, was drawn into it by le.
wife.
The other night Blank came borne e.
find his wife in bears.
"ileh-what do you think, James'.
That horrid Mr. Deal so-cut me dead
to-day."
"Ote Well, what de yen 'care? He
Isn't worth noticing."
"It wasn't the cat, but the way he did
It." sobbed his wife. "You we their
window opens on the air-shaftwnd you
can hear every word they sey when
you are going downstairs. 4 heard Mr.
Dash say to his wife: whose
umbrella is this?' I maid not catch
her answer, but he added: 'Oh, well.
Ill take it. anehow. Mine's eit the °lice.'
"I had to seep and speak to the Janitor
o Mr...EssalLituttrame_facata Sace_on_
the front atom, and he cut me--with my
•own daugtitere umbrella over his bead.
ilionest—kila set ve—"
And her .wocia were experts's., ,la a
Assail outbarret oesobs.
Towle ice ILesertir's
An old contrade of Private Dalselle
ft eilashIngteo ceseity, 0., seat (or him
war, a cow worm. The case was tried
IS tacountry sehogieseuse mot aras
of Melt a sort (bate* afteelle
woe* have Pat el?e<defelegg anl his
WA sad seven ioitie 
obit 
ebn o the
romerliomeless luta ,Petialtellit WM," .
happened to win She save. When the
justice of the pale* eanounced the de- I
dabs eke crowd rue and cheered, and
one bold fellow proposed they would
build a Wein on the tip& end . call it
Dalsell. and It ha.s been done—one of
the hancialtimest little villas In Ohio.
Bespoke*.
"No, thank you)" 'said Miss De
Mere. "I don't tire to meet my new
rung men."
ale!" exclaimed Miss Middle:
"you're select all of a sudden."
epee" replied Mi., De Mune game-
Lag dreamily at her sew rises "rmo
merely been seloCted all of a sudden."
'
-Deaver Maw' ‘)L Standard and Times.
ACCIDENTS AT
=PLOSIONS OFTEN DO
WORST DAMAGE,
A. Very Interesting List of Disas-
ters Which Contains Some That
Are of Unique Descrip-
tion.
An accident, which of its kind is
probably unique, occurred in April.
190, during a fire at Portland, Me.
A railway accident led to the ignition
of a huge tank containing 6,000 POT
Ions of crude petroleum, says the II.,
troit Free Press.
Fearing that it would explode and
scatter Lre a wide area, the navel
authorities brought up a one-pounder
gun and bombarded the tank in order
to let the oil run out.
The first shot fired missed the tank
and killed an unfortunate spectator.
Subsequent one), however, effected
their purpose, and ridding the tank,
allowed the blazing oil to escape.
For a lire engine to cause a fire
seems the very height of irony. Yet
such a cue actually occurred not
long ago near Worcester. The en-
gine in question belonged to an in-
surance company and was in process
of being converted into a motor for
self-propulsion.
The day before the work was fin-
ished there was a call from Rempsey
'tillage where a farm wika on fire,
and the engine, in spite of its incom-
plete condition, started.
No spark protector having been
axed sparks escaped, and these set
are to a load of straw which was
passed on the road. Next two ricks
became involved, and, finally, the
water-tube of the motor bruat and the
unlucky engine came to a complete
standstill barely 200 yards from the
Scene of the original fire!
Another story of a stiange chapter
of ere accidents comes from Cavana-
caw, in Armagh. A dog, rillinlag into
a farm sitting room, barked at a cat,
and puss, terrified, spntag on a table,
upsetting a lighted lamp.
The burning oil saturated the poor
beast's fur and, maddened by pain,
she dashed around the room, which
was already in a blaze, sprang through
the window and rushed into the stack-
yard.
Rick after rick was fired by this
living torch until the whole place
was alight and very serious damage
was done. The farmer's son, too, was
badly burned in his efforts to extin-
guish the flames.
A London gas works was once the
scene of a curious fatal Ore accident.
A boiler full of molten tar gave way
and, its contents catching fire from
the furnace, spread in a tide of flame
down the sloping floor of the sulphate
room.
One of the workmen, caught be-
tween the flames and the wall, seised
a ladder and, fleeing It to the win-
dow, sprang up it. Unhappily, the
window had iron bars and before
these could be removed the ladder
burnt through and the poor man fell
back into the furnace below.
.Every one will remember the great
:Baltimore fire, the most terrible con-
liagration of 1901. After this was ex-
tinguished there was naturally great
anxiety among the proprietors of the
burned buildings to know how the
contents of their fireproof safes ba1
fared.
Most extraordinary were the ands.
In one jewelry had been melted, while
box of matches was intact, and a
-silk handkerchief was not even din-
.colored.
Oae of the most disastrous fires
late years was that which followed
a chemical explosion at Grieshelm. in
Germany. The explosion took pace is
the Griesheim Electron factory, and
!almost simultaneously the whole
I building was in flames
I Fire engines came galloping up, but
las they approached the men wereseen to fall from their seats. Spec-
tators running after them dropped as
If shot, and, meanwhile, the blaze in-
creased, involving fresh buildings aria
even crossing the river into the vil-
lage of Schwanheim. What had hap-
pened was this:
The sudden mixture of vats of dif-
ferent chemicals under intense heat
had Ailed the air with a gas of so
terribly poisonous a nature that those
who came within its deadly influence
were suffocated at once. Fifty-one
dead and three times that niimber in-
jured was the result of that terrible
FIRES. TALE OF A QUEER HOUSE.
l Dwelling Formed of Ship Beached
on the Pacific Coast in
TH2 ! Gold Times.
• ---
.1 On the bay of San Francisco, about
six miles from the city, is the little
town of Tiburon. Here, on the beach,
is a remarkable dwelling—half ship
and half cottage. The landward halt
La an ordinary two-storied wooden cot-
tage, but the outward end is the hulls
of an old vessel., the name board of
which, Tropic Bird4is nailed over the
front door of the cottage.
"In 1860, just after the great gold
discoveries in California, the Tropic
Biral, built in a Prince Edward Island
shipyard, and commanded by Capt.
Homa.nie set sail from Gloucester.
Mass., with a mixed crew of sailors
and landsmen, all eager to ;set as
quickly as possible to the land of goad.
Just before reaching Cape Horn, mu-
tiny broke out, but was quelled by the
firmness of the captain and the oppor-
tune coming on of aNiolent storm,
which kept all hands busy for ise teral
days. The Tropic Bird and all on
board reached the Gloldent slate and the
young city of San leraucisco safely.
The vessel, however, a as so battered
that she ea' beached at the toot of
Telegraph Hill and converted into a
boarding house and general store. The
captain and his brother made mows
fast, and after a few years sold girt
their business aad returned to their
native state.
Half a century later, in 1801, a men,
his wife and child came from gen
beancieoo to Tiburou to visit the snip
cottage. The woman's heart came
into her mouth weed she read the
name pieta, Tropic Dird. Entering,
they learned that the old vessel had
been towed over to Tiburon, cat IS be,
and a cottage Quilt where her stern
had been. They farther asoertellied
that the Tropic Bird was Welt by Don-
ald Dewar, a shipbuilder of George-
wn, Prince Edward Island, and sold
by him to Capt. Homans, who sailed
her round the Horn. Donald Dewar's
granddaughter, Mrs. J. H. Scott. Is now
the housewife of the Tropic Bird, and
her visitor was a daughter of Capt.
Homans So strangely did two people,
deeply interested in the tropic Bird,
the one a granddaughter of her butte-
en and the other a daughter of her
former owner pod captain, meet in the
little town of Tiburon.
SNAPSHOT MARRIAGES.
Ntnety-Nizie of Which Out of a Hun-
died Result in Un-
happiness.
All modern advancement and is-
ventions, marvelous as they are, have
not brought any improvement over
good, 01d-fash2oned courtship, says the
Memphis News
-Scimitar.
It is easier to become married than
It used to be, and easier to be di-
vorced
The bride nowadays does not bring
hostages to happiness in the form of
rag carpets and chests of comforts and
quilts. me& with her own head, and
into evese stitch of which she has
fondly tucked the love, coreideric•
and faith that ripen only with long
courtship and thorough acquaintance
before engagement
No; nowadays she brings only her-
self, and possibly papa's chece, to a
bridegroom whose real life and char-
acter are as unknown to her as are the
deeps of a lake over which she has
joyously drifted in the moonlight.
We generally make a short shrift of
courtship, engagement and marriage In
these modern days, and the runaway
marrikae is becoming more and more
common. The main industry of St.
Jeeeeh, Mich., is the marrying of run-
away couples from Chicago.
"Ninety-nine runaway marriages out
of a hundred result in unhappiness."
It is the solemn declaration of
Judge Thompson, of Chicago, who was
talking from the bench.
The judge was heiuezet the divorce
case of a young woman married four
Japan's Obligations.
The western powers are not models
of scrupulous justice toward each otie
er and toward weaker nations
' 
but
?spell an offense as Japan would coin.
years ago.
"Did you know him well before you
married him?" asked the judge.
"1 thought I did," said the plaintiff,
"but I guess I didn't After we had
been married a short Gene be beat me
every day. Once he threw me down
two flights of stairs and than fol-
lowed me down and kicked me."
"It was a runaway marriage?"
"Well, yes, it wave" admitted the
•W00311111.
The judge pondered a moment "I
will give you a decree," he said. 'Hut
I hope tkis case will be a warning to
other foolish girls. Ninety-nine out of
a bTeinderecrenefIla wiy."
The passing of the honest, old-
fashioned, long-drawn-out courtship,
in which men and women become se-
gmented before marrying, is to be la-
mented In proportion as it recedes.
the divorce problem looms larger and
mit in supporting, or even permitting. larger.
U she could present the driving of
the oecigentels from China would ear
thinly be looked on as unpardonable
Per one Ilea& at the very start. Says
New York 'Mimes. It weeld snap
4. &name erlth Great Britain. Tb
Midi government woad be forced
to regard such an *Cense not merely
as A failure in friendliness but as an
let of flagelettly hostile import. And
her crievance, though greater in de
glee, would be of preelsely the seats
hind as that of Germany, France, ths
United States and Russia.
MUST RAVE DIMPLES.
WOMAN'S BEAUTY IS NOT COM-
PLETE WITHOUT THEM.
There Are Establishments That Make
a Specialty of Providing This
Now Fashionable
Feature.
"We are having an unprecedented call
for dimples," said the beauty maker
according to the New a irk Sun. "There
was a time when then, was no demand
at all for them, but i uw we are kept
busy supplying them.
"Women flock Into o.r establishment
demanding dimples, and each has her
own particular style. To the casual ob-
server all dimples might s- m abbe. but
there is really gfeat vsr,sis in qem.
"Of all dimples that en tie ibin is the
most noticeable and btpei,ti. Once
spon a time It 'was the belief
that dimples were born. f.seaass wt
know that they are acsuireci.
"They are like Frenca waves and false
teeth. 'sou can have t.em if you want
them. To make a deli chin is quite a
difficult feat.
"You must cut into the flesh with a
sharp knife until you have severed a
muscle. When the chin heals there will
be a little dent or scat, and this makes
the dimple.
"A woman once came td me in great
listress. She had met with an accident
%which had inflicted a ;agged cut ii her
—My good looks are ruined for life,'
she gasped, as she sank into a chair.
"I bound up her chin and assured hes
that she would be all right in a Sew days.
"'You, will be even better looking than
before.' I said to her.
"She smiled faintly and went away.
rwo svcalts later she returned. The
wound bad healed' and in its place there
was a very becoming scar, which took
'he form of a dimple.
"'I am delighted,' said she, 'for I am a
thousand times better looking than I
was before.'
"It is the style now to have a dimpled,
sincere, beseeching look; and it Is the
fashion to look rather grave instead of
arch. This gives the beauty makers a
stunt to perform in the dimple line, but
up to date there have been many suc-
cesses and no casualties reported.
"In Paris they are making dimples by
electricity. They take an electric in-
strument and press it into the neeh
without, however, breaking the skin,
Then they turn on the current.
"There is a mild shock. They re-
peat this again and again, always mak-
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the flesh has formed a habit. There is I T. Rivers, M. D.
. dimple in the chin.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:
Re,sidencie 296 
Office 251
Ing the dent deeper, until after a time
"This is only useful for the chin, and
It would hardly work in the case of the
cheek, which is too hard to be treated in
this way.
"Where cheek dimples are &sired
there is a more complicated process. We
begin by replacing lost teeth.
"After you have plumped mit the fact
you will discover that there are dimples
in the cheeks. Make your cheeks plump
ar.d somehow there will appear the
magic twinkling spots.
"Thew should be dimples on the herds
as well as on the face. To be alluring
hands must lie Idly on your lap. They
must be white and fat, and there must
be a row of dimples along the knuckles.
"They look more youthful if there are
no rings at all. Rings somehow -sake
the hands look old. They are like linen
and elaborate dress. They add to one%
age.
"To be pretty you must have nice
teeth. They must be white and even,
and there must be no gold visible. Then
you must have a pair of very red lips.
"White lips mean a poor circulation,
and narrow lips mean a bad disposition
and a habit of compressing the mouth.
You must have a fine, smooth skin,
Which can be obtained by treating the
Skin every night with a good skin food,
and you must have a pair of clear, soft
eyes.
"Me eyebrows must be hice, if one is
to be good looking anti to make them
beautiful one mii.t treat them every
night with an eyebrow grower. The
Japanese have very nice eyebrows, but
they devote a great deal of time to them.
"The face should lid slightly oval
shaped, something like an egg. with the
small part of the egg at the chin. Look
at your face and see if it 'shaped.
"If it is round you muie :uce it a
little. It it is square nt!Ist massage
along the lines of th- to take away
those square lines, rf it is !ennead nar-
row you must plump e )
"lend don't fares' ilea • on me !• see,
dimples. for dir,111*-% 3re the ee•
P!"(1 you cannel be a patty eeieto
 a
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leek Him at Elie Word.
A gelsengrocees boy balled a voted,
In dock at Clara& The surly mate
responded and gruffly asked what tait
wanted, "I've got some vegetable;
for Ike ship," was the reply. "All
right, you needn't come aboard; throw
Ma up one at i time," said the Irate,
no stood in leadinetes to receive the
expected vegetables. "Ahoy, there—
look outi" sbouted the lad, as he
threw a single green pea toward the
mat.. "I've got a sack of 'em for the
captain!"
Training the Boy,
saw you posifithIng your boy to. Dubious.
day. What was it all about'!" "Did yoe have a good time d
'1 eauzba hilt in a lie." the sodal seamen last winter?"
••os. well, yeti can't expect a boy
to tell the truth all the time."
, "I know, but when be doesn't ten
1 the truth I yam hies. to bright
enough no/ to be caught at It."—Leith
see ,
"Well," answered Mr. Cumrox, "1'
Ste a lot of things k don't like, met
a lot of people I didn't know, ant
bought t lot of tklags I don't need.
So I guess I must have tad a good
tunt."—Washittgton Star.
Ties In Department Store,.
The tipping ern is gi o%1 leg In et
York, despite the discus: mb emoted la
the new law aina-, . has.ng agetis
The latest class te s re c,• r
In department stores. rt'•:, '  t‘•
experien'ced shopper, the wee., u
does not recognize and salary the ttct.
lag palm of the girt who watt* on het
will obtain poor service in scythe stores.
Akin to this is the store "graft" on which
many- clerks figure as a regular attaltiOD-
to their income. This is the change left
Jygr from purchases at odd prices, MK 11
as $1.48, 1,67, etc. Usually it only
!mounts to two or three centric but eery
many persons give the seller $1.50 or
$1.75, and go away without waiting for
the change. This often amounts to a
eonsiderable sum in the course of a day.
sometimes it even amounts to "white
Ino0e," as silver le embed, and ,adds
Materially to the dare takings.
Christmas Cards.
Although the first Christmas
Was made in 1846, very few were tent
till the year 1862. Then the fashion
came in of sending cards thh elm of
visiting cards, inscribed simply with
the words: "A Merry Christmas." _
card
Office 306 Broadway—Phone r 20 I
Residence, 819 Broadway
Phone 49-
0. D. Schrititit
'1-Architect and Superintendent
401 Frillernity
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 32h,
PAMICAH, KENTUCKY.
Pictures, Diploma, Certificate;
Water and Oil COlors„
Mottos and Calandera
Framed right up to date in five nab.
utes time at the
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
4.1 Itheadvaes.
Jim .Duffy
403% Broadway.,
Pressing and Cleaning
Old Telephone 74-R
_
I 7,1MW 4:41' ;\1
Mineral
Water
SOLD BY THE CASE—ON
DRAFT — SINGLE
BOTTLES.
Apenta, Apalornores, Buffalo
Lithia, Hunyadi, Red Raven, Blue
Lick, Deerfield, White Rock, Deep
Rock, Pluto, West Baden and Daw-
son.
Will be pleased to prder any water
yeu desire.
WHERSONS
DRUG STORE.
WANTS 
WANTED—Fcr U. S. Army;
able-bodied unmarried men between
doges of 21 and 35; citizens of the
;United States, of good character and
'temperate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting offices, New
Richmond House. Paducah, Ky.
-- —
WANTED—Book case. Give de-
eicription and tirice. '15 2. Care Regis-
ter.
FOR RENT—Fike room house
With all modern conveniences, alp
"Worth Fourth street Possession
given June 1.
WANTED—Bids on two bored
sells about 4 miles in.the country.
See J. J. Bleich, 123 Legal Row.
WANTED—Three men for can-
vassing and collecting. Salary guar-
anteed. Call at rooms 4T/2 and 5
Eagles building.
FOR RENT—Summer hotel well
• located; medicinal Springs. Address
. J. H. Long, Hinson Springs, Tenn.
A good chance to see your coun-
try and make a fortune at the saw
time. A partner wanted with a capi-
tal of a few hundred donars, man or
woman. NO selling or canvassing.
No fools or cowards need apply,
strictly business. Address "Busineat"
care Register.
FOUND—Sheppard dog with name
of W. L Williamson on collar.
Owner cap get same by calling 223
Jefferson st
rotor-ref+4.404-1.-1,
-4,
PERSONAL NOTES.
•
Mr. Rid Reed, wife and son, are
here, and leave today at noon for
their home in Frankfort.
Col. Edward 0. Leigh was here
_Sunday and returned to Fraekfort
yesterday morning.
Deputy Uttnited States Marshal
'Wade Brown left this morning at 4
o'clock for Greets county after a man
with a federal warrant.
.Mr. William Scott, the hardware
'drummer, left yesterday afternoon
for a trip to West Tennessee.
Mr. Mann W. Clark, police and fire
commissioner, has returned beim so-
journing at Dawson Springs for ten
•daysa•
it • 
Home For gro.
Mechanicsburg near mills, 3 room,
413 foot lot. $25 cash balance $6 per
issonth. Better than Paying rant.
Whittemore Real Estate Agency
Fraternity Building. Both 'phones
• 833.
The 0.xidIng principal In our prescrip-
tion Work is
ralhful and
Con icientious
Compliance
KOGER-BLYTHE 1START TENT
MARRIAGE! REVIVAL
Details For Nuptials Have
been Arranged
MISS PHELPS MAID OF HONOR
THE COTILLION CLUB THIS
EVENING GIVES DANCE
AT WALLACE PARK
• PAVILION.
TIr lop Club -Will Kest Tomorrow
— - —
at nee. me Corbett's Home—
Many A.:airs for HOuse
At 8:30 o'clock in the evening, one
week from, tomorrow, Miss Henri-
etitia Koger and Dr. Vernon Blythe
wAl be united in marriage at the
Broadway Methodist church, the
ceremony to he performed by Rev.
E. C. Chappell, the Cumberland pres-
byterian minister of Princeton, Ky.,
who was formerly pastor of the Pa-
dtkah congregation of that denomin-
ation.
l'etaile for the necktie's, Shensi that
Mimi Mae Phelps of Washington, D.
C., will be The maid of honor to the
bride while Mimes Marie Scovell of
Jae lesonvi I I e , Fie., Anna Meru and
Francs Harris of Nashville, Tam.,
Mabel Weal, Ruth and Martha
Davis, of this city, bridesmaids.
The groom will be attended by Mr.
Arthur Y. Martin as best man, while
the grooneemen and ushers are
Messer*. Edison Hart, I. B. Howell,
Dow Wilcox. Edward Briughurst,
Frank M. Bourne, David Koger and
Calhoun Rieke.
After the weikkng he con tr ac nog
pair will entertain some few person-
ally invited guests at the Koger resi-
dence on Jefferson between seventh
and Eighth streets. That night the
newly married couple leave for their
bridel tour of the mirth, to return in
two weeks and mite up their home
with Captain and /Mks. James Koger.
Seas Souc,i Club.
The Sons Seim' club Will lie enter-
aainsed Thusitday alernoon by
Miss Hallie Hisley at the 'resi-
dence ,of her sister, Mrs..Lillipard
Sunder S of South Sixth near Wash-
ingine street The gathering is coin-
plinventury to Miss' Henrietta Koger,
atm the memittits of bier ante-nuptial
house tparty..7
Tociporrow af
entettained out
mune party by
air the home of parents, 'Mr and
.Mrs. L. S. DuBottflallo Fountain aye--
true MOW Broachwey.::
this club is,
pliment, to the
ANan Ashcroft
Seminary Conmatencement
Invitations -have heels received in
this city announcing tire commence-
mare exioreises to berelseiti at io:30
o'clock the morning of Tuesday.
June lath, by the Monticello sesn-
teary at Godfrey, HI.. There are
twienty-one ir die grastpating class,
Mies Marjorie Scott of tins city, be-
ing among the number".
Cotillion Club 04trnan.
This evening the Cotillion club
will give a German at tha VViallate
park pavilion, comptimpentacy to Miss
Heorietta Koger's house parry.
, Ice Cream Social.
This divining at 319 North Twelfth
street die Ladies' society of the Bro-
therhood of Locsonwstives Firemen
will give 1seir lee cream "social for the
thienefit off the Sun rrancisco suf-
ferers.
Entertain at Luncheon.
Today Miss -Ruth Weil of Eighth
and Jefferson streets will entertain at
linecheon, complimentary to Miss
Koger's hosise party guests.
Entertain at Luncheen.
Today Miss Ruth Weil of Eighth
REV. FIELDS BEGINS ONE
FRIDAY ON SOUTH
FIFTH LOT.
Rev. Peter Fields of the Third
street Methodist church :Sunday
evening brought to a colse the pro-
tracted meeting he and Rev. Watts
of Lovelaceville had been conducting
at the church on South Third. Rev.
Watts has returned to his home,
while Dr. Fields is preparing to start
a big revival in a huge tent that.sleill
be... pitched on the vacant plot of
ground the Third street' Methodist,
congrega.ticue has bought on Mbe-
tween Adams and Jackson etreets.
The tent meeting will be started
next Friday evening and eervices held
daily and nightly for selrira weeks.
Brotherhood of St. Andrew.
"The Work of The Brotherhood of
.St. Andrew" was spoken on Sunday
morning at Grace 'Episcopal chgich
by Mr. E. C. McAllister of Beston,
Mass., who is traveling oyer..24he
country ;and delivering, adtsesin
the interest 1Sf tjie Orgiall3t1011b • 1
Grgce .11ipitcoPal nikt‘Sunday
resume lie evtriffig worship. 'Ms the.
wea)herti,v.gitting worm, tht after-
uuodn will be dispensed
with 4nd night preaching resumed.
Better Than Charity. ,.
There is a popular disposition to
look upon the men who owns a store
however small, Skin a way prosper-
ous, whereas in fact the prpfits of
petty trade are uncertain add the
shopkeeper' often finds it hart to
make ends meet under comparatively
favorable circumstances.
The most helpless man in Sae
Francisco today is not the mechanic
who lost his'ettols, and evert his
homei the laborer temporarily out
Sf a 3 
' ! •The • ,,, all a trade has his capi-
tal scare. liar him and for the
laborers_ reefraircisco, in rebuilding,!
will vie 
',prodigal hand, Times
wiii be nes for them in the next
few years than ever before.
The millionaire whose fortune was
swept away still has the energies and
the abilities to build anew. Man
rises tb his level as water does, and
most of those who were millionaires
and are impovecished will, in -lye
years or ten, be rich again.
The man most cruelly injured awl
who will long continue to suffer most
is/the obscure unit, in the conniver-
* life of the great city who saw
the savings of years and the sacri-
fices of a lifetime swept away.
The Retail Druggists' Association
proposes to advance to eachesof the
retail druggists who weft ruined
$1,00o in cash and to provide him
with limited credit until he gets on
his feet.
Other lines of trade are consider-
ing a similar course.
Charity for the helpless is fine; but
business system which enables the
small business man to help himself
and maintain his self-respect, while
getting back upon his feet, is better
still.—Louisville Post.
The Oroosa's Smack.
"Oh, yes, George airways suale!
keme at the lunch hour." said the
young bride to some of her girl
friends.
"Doesn't have thee to eat much. I
suppose" said one of the girls.
"Oh, no, he only takes a smack ant
runs," said the filament bride.
And then they all laughed 
—Teak/.
ers Statesman.
Her View of Him.
Nupop—Tom Browne is a tin* manly
young fellow, isn't he?
Mrs Nupop--I certainly can't agree
with you. When be first saw our dear
'Ittle baby he was just as cold and in-
lifferent as—
Nupop—Of course. If he were wore-
slily he would have gushed.—Philadel-
phia Press.
'With the doctor's written orders. In
•following this rule we have the ad-
,wantage of a very large and complete
stack to draw from. Furthermore.
eacriptions brought to us cannot
fall into the hinds of inexperienced
merlons, because
EVERY CLERIC
in our is a registered pharms-____
•eist.
0.01011•••••..
L W. W iLICER & CO.,
INiIORPORATED. ro
ithraggiatn. Fifth and Www.
Dab Phone, in•
luncheon,
ilentriett a
guests.
complimentary to Miss
Koger's house party
The soo Club.
The sod club wilt meet tomorrow
morning with Mrs. Hal S. Corbett
at her home on North Ninth street.
It is strictly a club affair.
13udwisee, king of bottled beer, in
/array slide cases of two dozen
bottles to the case delivered to any
part of the city on short notice. An-
heuser-Busch Brewing essociation
branch. Both 'phones i12, J. H. Stef-
fin. manager.
Kr. Night Owl.
_Thal litagivila tails
There me' t be a doubt.
For he never turns In
Till It'. tens to turn out.
—Town Topic.
AGE OF ENGLIVrEAUTY.
-
Both Ken and Women of the Upper
Clam,* 01.re Growing Satter
Looking.
The golden age Of English beauty hi
said to have arrived.
Physlognomista, physleal culture ex-
perts and OA beauty specialists who
congregate M BMA street see an ex
tranirdinary change for the better in
the national looks. Day by day they
say the ijeople are growing more beau-
tiful.
"Both men and woinen Of the upper
classes," said one of the leaditIniZuty
specialists in London, "are ng
In feature, in contouriugand in phy
sieve. Nowhere In the World can you
see such handsome men' and women
as are to be met any morning In Plea
dilly or Hyde Park.
"Women are attaching an increasing
importance to the necessity of preserv
lug and perfecting their looks.
"Powder and paintsare out 4 date
eleettietty Lod !adieu* ant
nipulat,jon have talreh' their phtee
Complexions have improved because of
the rage for fresh air, and the mrrisei
has been Immensely oenefited _Pe
physical culture.
"Men arc quite as eager an woure,
lititivate good looks. I have ea tru
beaks' an ex-cabinet minister we(
sought mg since coneenaing ltttia
bale 'spot os. the head.
"Not only is the modern man EV
woman better looking, but there Ws
detartainatios to retain good leokw
lent as possible. A few days IRO r
thoved a few superfulous hairs Imo
the face at an old lady of Th."
THE PACKER OF WORDS.
Kan Who Mikes a Specialty of Be
diming Long Messages in the
Fewest Words.
Professional packers. Oft furniture
and household effects are marmot
enough nowadays, but the professions!
packer at words 4 • man who head*.
veieped • new trade
It frequently happens that al trna-sot
accustomed to using the cable finds
neessaary to send • long message in
some agent or customer. .Wera. thee
In the habit of intim the cable fre-
quently they would have sotto form of
private cods or one of the coder mold
commercially. Not being Provided
with that sort of thing, their only hope
of saving on the heavy tolls is. to dike
the message to a word packer.
The packer familiarises liteseelf
'with the contents of the message and
proceeds to reduce It to the revert
possible number of worts. lionsetlani
he is • former newspaper correspond
out, accustomed to skeletonlatng his
dispatches, again he may merely have
an aptitude for clipping out unneces-
sary words la any event he I. meshy
able to effect a decided reduction' in a
boas message, sea where, the cable-
rm.' is totecidderdpr iliagoiniteeloo tn
some distant poi*( ft%eren, dowse et
more a word Is charelitiable ten pot
coat_ fee is no smail sum. Eve, attar
the clerks have tried their 'preatica
hands at the message before sending
It to the packer he is able to eat It
hews by a third.
An Expensive Speech.
He—Your new hat is charming. but I
fancy It doesn't go'well with that dress.
She (enchanted)-021, you dear old
hubby, so you really mean to boy me a
dregs as went—Tit-Bits.
Cbouplete.
"What ere pour guallflastleas for
an office boy*"
"Well, sir, I calker anything from
filling inkstands to attaing direc-
tors' meetings "—Lift,
Net Dangerous.
Yeast—Nem omegas, verses my 11-
year-old boy wreta
ertmionosaa—Ola I wouldn't worry
over that. He'll very likely outgrow
IV—Yonkers Statesman.
A Belief.
etewdens, I hear that you had
rough voyage coming over.
MIII Filiff—Oh, frightfully so! It
was such a relief to set foot once more
on vice versa! —Judge.
During the Speaking.
The Parent—Tommy, this hurts me
more than It does you.
The Child—No it don't. neither!
You've got p glove on, durn it alit—
Cleveland Leader.
So Different
• he-..-4l youyou understand the parrot
text door to us?
INN. 11 ItYlr Its
mouth Shed with hairplas.—Tinkers
Statesman.
BALD WIN PIANO
constructed and
Excellence....
Scien
ft • Appeals to the Artistic' aud Cultured Class and
ts a "Leader" for the dealer.
D. BALDWIN & CO.
v. T. MILLER,Agent. *
520Bro!,4* , PAMICAH, KY
AU Kinds Monument* 41mbeig Cemetery Work (Use
en? Rhiter Stone
THE B STONE ON.
Building parptilestk as it
URZ AND THEN RET,04
M E TILL
pane discolorelk
•
*ARK= Lot. Morsurnentel and
HES vitt= UPON EXPOS-
IIS,WHITEMESS; does not be-
MORE ABOUT IT :
John S. Porte * %Bible, Granite-
'. and StailitWorks
sousiciatim 167 TR4111/41 ST, PODS/CA* KT•. 
 .4,...._41emeetemusesee -
•/,
We hare-ost Issind
Nwirot Tilki; Sale::
3 Horse Power Motor.
I 5 Horse Power Motor
sy. Horse Poway Mow-
II Horse Atiorer Wean
re Horse Power Kate!.
aoe Light Dynansh• :us;
FOREMMBROS:
Novelty Works.
:21-123 North Poorth Street.
Will SelL You a Bicycle.
On Easy Payments.
REASONS why you should'.
Rid a. Bicycle:.
It is healthy
It is always ready for use
It is a pleasure
It will use gee sick or dim
It will save you car fare
It will take you home to iambi
It will save you a doctor-bill
EXPERT ICEPAIRINCL
The "Tribune,' "Rambler,* 'lion-.
larch," "Imperial/6 and "Colonial" /11..
cycles are the best that can be pro.:
Auccd. $25 up.
See our stock of Second Hand
bicycles.
Cheapest house ittl tomb flow Th es, Bells,. Pun**. Saddles. ste. UP.
member the pleas.
wanAms BICYCLF COMPANY,
tab sad sell Mort& Rabbi Steeek, Neat to Xenolith, Theatre.
Subscribe For The Register
Meeting Closed.
Rev. W. D. Hudspeth of Hopkins-
vile, Ky., returned here Saturday,
and Sunday preached morning and
evening at the Mechanicsburg Chris-
tian church. At the night worship'
lie brought to a close the protracted !
meeting he had been conducting there ,
sv;th such success.
/
•
•
You will have to buy more; COAL this se#,en. Why:not buy
TRADtWATE COALI,
1, I
'0' •So you will know where to get the BEST • . for NEXT WINTER?
Lumpl3c, Nutl2e. ' Both IvRlosphones254.
Street. lifeetwk,ke tuckf'Coal COp aFOollif
Iffitltreorlted
•
• Y.
